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Dedicated to the memory of Robert H. Cameron

Abstract. In a largely heuristic but fascinating recent paper, Hu and Meyer

have given a "formula" for the Feynman integral of a random variable / on

Wiener space in terms of the expansion of / in Wiener chaos. The surprising

properties of scaling in Wiener space make the problem of rigorously connecting

this formula with the usual definition of the analytic Feynman integral a subtle

one. One of the main tools in carrying this out is our definition of the 'natural

extension' of pth homogeneous chaos in terms of the 'scale-invariant lifting'

of p-forms on "the white noise space L2(R+) connected with Wiener space.

The key result in our development says that if fp is a symmetric function

in L2(W+) and Vp(fp) is the associated p-form on L2(R+), then ifp(fp)

has a scaled L2-lifting if and only if the ' kth limiting trace' of fp exists for

k = 0, 1, ... , [p/2]. This necessary and sufficient condition for the lifting

of a p-fonn on white noise space to a random variable on Wiener space is a

worthwhile contribution to white noise theory apart from any connection with

the Feynman integral since p-forms play a role in white noise calculus analogous

to the role played by pth homogeneous chaos in Wiener calculus.

Various ¿-traces arise naturally in this subject; we study some of their prop-

erties and relationships. The limiting A:-trace plays the most essential role for

us.

1. Introduction

Interesting questions concerning homogeneous chaos, scaling, A;-traces, and

the Feynman integral have been brought to light in a recent largely heuristic but

fascinating paper of Hu and Meyer [5]. Our purpose here is to indicate a way

of resolving these questions as well as several others which have arisen in the
course of our research.

Let R+ denote the nonnegative real numbers and let Wo — ̂ o(R+) be the

space of continuous functions x on E+ such that x(0) = 0. Px will denote

the standard Wiener measure on %(R+).  Every / £ L2(W0(R+), Px) has an
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expansion in Wiener chaos

p>0P'

where fp £ L2(RP+), the symmetric functions which are square integrable over

R+ , and where Ip denotes the //-fold multiple Wiener-ltô integral.

Hu and Meyer offer the following "formula" in terms of the expansion (1.1),

(o2-l)
m £-(/) = £liW^Tr^ I2k)

The formula (1.2) is to give the "Feynman integral" of the random variable

/ when a2 is purely imaginary and when the right-hand side of (1.2) makes

sense.

The first problem coming from the Hu-Meyer paper is that of giving a rigorous

treatment of the Ac-trace, Tr* fp , of fp where k = 0, 1, ... , [p/2] and [p/2]

denotes the greatest integer in p/2. We will do this in §§3 and 9, but, for the

purpose of this introduction, the reader may think of Tr^ fp as given by the

(oversimplified) formula

(Trk fp)(s2k+x, ... ,sp)

(,-3) -//,(*..,,...,*.*.*«,....*>*,••.*.JRk+

The difficulties with (1.3) are clear since fp is defined only up to sets of

Lebesgue measure 0.

One would like to connect formula (1.2) with the usual notion of the scalar-

valued analytic Feynman integral of / obtained by starting with the Wiener
integral

(1.4) / f(ox)dPx(x)

for (7 > 0 and analytically continuing to a2 purely imaginary. Comparing

(1.1) and (1.2), the naive hope would be that for o > 0,

{(a2 - l)k     k
-, ,,— Tr (f2k)   if p = 2k is even,
2kri\ w>

0 ifpisodd.

However, (1.5) is too naive since, for a / 1, Ip(fp)(ax) is defined only on a

set of Pi-measure 0. (More will be said about this in §2A.) In order to obtain a

correct version of (1.5), the function Ip(fp) needs to be extended. Perhaps the

first thing that comes to mind is to replace Ip(fp) in (1.5) with Ip(fp) where

Ip(fp) is the Wiener-ltô integral corresponding to the variance parameter a2.

This does not produce the desired result however because, even though the

integral makes sense, we obtain

;i.6) / ±I°p(fp)(ox)dPx(x) = 0.
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We will show in this paper how to define N[Ip(fp)] which we will call the

natural extension of the random variable Ip(fp), and we will obtain the desired

formula

/ ^N[Ip(fp)](ox)dPx(x)

2kW ^2k)   lf¿> = 2fclseven>

0 if p is odd.

N[Ip(fp)] will be defined in terms of the "scale-invariant Ji?2-lifting" (to be

defined in §2C) to random variables on Wo(R+) of certain (p - 2rc)-forms (k =

0, 1, ... , [p/2]) on the Hubert space L2(R+).
Hu and Meyer have made the suggestion that in studying the problem of

extension of Ip(fp) it might be more natural and basic to start not with Wiener

space but with the Cameron-Martin space %? on which the pth order "multiple

Wiener integral" is nothing but a homogeneous p-linear form y/p defined on

%f . Since Pa(^) = 0 for all o > 0, y/p is obviously not a random variable in

the usual sense. A theory of "accessible" random variables on a Hubert space

regarded as a finitely additive Gauss probability space has been developed and

applied to problems of nonlinear prediction and filtering theory in the recent

book by Kallianpur and Karandikar [13]. It turns out that this theory is the

appropriate setting for the development of Hu and Meyer's ideas. A key concept

is the notion of a lifting map to a suitable representation space, an idea that

goes back to I. E. Segal (see the references in [13]). These questions will be

discussed somewhat in §2C.

We remark that by taking a different choice of representation space, for ex-

ample, an abstract Wiener space or the white noise space L9", p.) where p. is

the countably additive Gaussian white noise measure on the space S?'(Rd) of

Schwarz distributions on Rd , one can obtain extensions of our main results to

these spaces. Brief comments on the extension to abstract Wiener space are

given in § 10.

Theorem 5.1 is a key result in our development. It asserts that the p-form

Vp(fp) on L2(R+) associated with fp £ L2(Rl) has a scale-invariant <S?2 lift-
_ k

ing if and only if the limiting trace, Tr fp, exists for k = 0, I, ... , [p/2].

Further, it expresses this lifting as a finite sum of multiple Wiener-ltô integrals.

The fact that the trace conditions are shown to be necessary as well as sufficient

is connected with the definition of the limiting trace, Tr fp (see §3). We were

led to Theorem 5.1 largely by questions that were raised in [5]. However, this

theorem stands on its own as a worthwhile contribution to the white noise the-

ory developed in [13]. Further comments related to this point can be found in

§5 below.
The Feynman integral provided the initial motivation for the present work,

and it, in conjunction with this paper and the paper of Hu and Meyer [5],

suggests several further questions. However, the discussion of the Feynman

integral below is limited to issues closely related to those already raised in this
introduction.

We finish this introduction by outlining the contents of the paper. Section 2

deals with preliminaries most of which are known or essentially known. Section
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3 is crucial; here the limiting Ac-trace, Tr fp , is introduced and studied. Section

4 contains two lemmas which give the results of §§5 and 6 in the special case

where fp £ L2(RP+) has a finite expansion in terms of a tensorial Hubert basis

(<ph®---®<t>ip) for L2(RP+).
The key result, Theorem 5.1, already mentioned above, which expresses the

lifting of a //-form on L2(R+) as a finite sum of multiple Wiener-ltô integrals

or, alternatively, as a p-form on Wiener space, is given in §5. The rest of §5 as

well as §§6 through 8 present various consequences of Theorem 5.1. Except for

§8, these results are of interest apart from any connection with the Feynman
integral. In §6, the point of view of Theorem 5.1 is reversed and multiple

Wiener-ltô integrals are written as finite sums of liftings of p-forms on L2(R+).

The natural extension N[Ip(fp)] of Ip(fp) is defined in §7 and we show how

to write N[Ip(fp)] as a finite sum of multiple Wiener-ltô integrals. At this point

it is easy to rigorously establish the connection between formula ( 1.2) of Hu and

Meyer and the usual definition of the scalar-valued analytic Feynman integral.

This is carried out in §8.
Section 9 is devoted to a rather detailed study of the various types of traces

that occur naturally in the context of these problems. The evidence seems to be

that the concept of "Ac-trace" will be of continuing interest; the results of §§3

and 9 contribute to the understanding of these somewhat elusive objects.

During the course of writing this paper, the work of H. Sugita [19] was

brought to our attention by S. Watanabe. Sugita's work and this paper have

rather different goals but, among the concerns of [19], are questions similar to

the results of § 10 of our paper.

2. Preliminaries

A. Scaling in Wiener space. A rather detailed treatment of this topic and its

relationship with the Feynman integral and other matters as well as references
to the earlier literature can be found in the paper [9] of the first author and
Skoug. Here we need the basic facts in the setting of Wiener space on the

infinite interval R+ . This is the setting of the paper of Hu and Meyer and we

follow their discussion for a while.

Given any a > 0, let

iîff := {x £ W0 : [x, x]i = o2t for all dyadic t, t > 0}

where
2"-l

[x, x]t := lim Y
fe=0

It is known [5, 9] that Wiener measure Px on Wo(R+) is carried by Qi and that

the scaled measure Pa := Px o o~x corresponding to the Wiener process with

variance parameter a2 is carried by QCT. Clearly, £2CT| n Qa2 = 0 if ax ^ a2

and so P0i and P0l are mutually singular. Note: When we say that Pa is
carried by QCT we mean that Pa(£la) = 1 and not that QCT is the topological

support of Pa ; indeed, the topological support of Pa is Wo for each o > 0.

Clearly a function F is defined PCT-almost surely (Pa-a.s.) on Wo if and

only if it is defined Pa-a.s. on Qa . Since £2CT = oQ.x and Pa = Px o o~x , F is

defined Pa-a.s. if and only if F o a is defined Px-a.s.

'^-§0 £
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Next, for the convenience of the reader, we state some definitions and results

that are given in [9]. Let 38 = 3?(W0(R+)) denote the cr-algebra of Borel subsets

of Wo(R+). When (W0, 33, Pa) is completed, let <5^ be the resulting cr-algebra

of Pa-measurable sets and let JVa be the collection of i^-null sets. A subset A

of Wo is said to be scale-invariant measurable provided that oA£<9\ for all

o > 0. Such a set N is said to be scale-invariant null provided P\(oN) = 0 for

every a > 0. A property which holds except on a scale-invariant null set will

be said to hold scale-invariant almost surely or s-a.s. The collection of scale-

invariant measurable (respectively, scale-invariant null) sets will be denoted S?

(resp., JV). It is easy to show [9, Proposition 3] that S? = n<T>o^ anc*
yy = n<j>o^ > anci, further [9, Proposition 4], A £ ¿? (resp., A £ JV) if and

only if A n Qa £ S^a (resp., A n Q.a 6 JÇ) for every o > 0. Theorem 5 of

[9] gives a simple characterization of S? and JV which the reader might find

helpful.
A function F : W0(R+) -> R is said to be scale-invariant measurable provided

that it is measurable with respect to the cr-algebra 5?. Every Borel measurable

function and so certainly every continuous function is scale-invariant measur-

able. Let F : Wo -* R have domain D. It is not hard to show [9, Theorem

19] that F is 5-a.s. defined and scale-invariant measurable if and only if, for

each a > 0, the restriction of F to Qa is iVa.s. defined and PCT-measurable.

Functions F and G from W0(R+) to R are said to be equivalent (F ~ G)

if and only if they are equal 5-a.s. This is much more refined than the usual

equivalence relation which requires only that F and G be equal Px-a.s. If the

function G is identically 0 on Wq , then it is not surprising that its Feynman

integral is 0. It is possible to have a function F such that F = G Px-a.s.

but the Feynman integral of F fails to exist (or, alternately, exists but is not

0). Such examples and others from [9] show the necessity of using the refined

equivalence relation in connection with the Feynman integral. On the positive

side, if G has an analytic Feynman integral and F - G s-a.s., then F has the
same analytic Feynman integral.

B. Multiple Wiener-ltô integrals. A discussion of this topic can be found in

several places including the book of the second author [11, pp. 136-138]. We

state the basic facts for the Wiener process with variance parameter o2.

Let p be a positive integer. The multiple Wiener-ltô integral 1° (f), f £

L2(R+), is a random variable which is defined Pa-a.s. on Wq(R+) or, to be

more precise, i^-a.s. on ilCT . For f, g £ L2(RP+) and c £ R, we have (2.1)

(i) Iap(cf) = cl°p(f)    (Pa-a.s.);

(ii) IaP(f+g) = IaP(f) + Ip(g)   OrVa.s.);

(iii) Ip(f) = Ip(f)    (Pa-a.s.) where / denotes the symmetrization of /;

(iv) I°p(f)(ox) = opIxp(f)(x)   (Px-a.s.);

(v) EPa[I°p{f)\ := f       I°p(f)(x)dPa(x) = 0;

(vi) EPo[\IZ(f)\2] = EPc[\Iap(f)\2] = °2pp\\\f\\22 < o2pp\\\f\\2;

(vii) EP.[i;(f)i;(g)] = EPa[I°p(f)I°p(~g)] = o2pp\(f, g)LHK).
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Further, if q is an integer distinct from p and g £ L2(K^.), then

(vin) EP\I°p(f)I°(g)] = 0.

Note that for ci ̂  1, one side of (iv) involves Ip(f) whereas the other does

not. It is not true that Ix(f)(ox) = opIx(f)(x) Px-a.s. In fact, Ix(f)(ox)

is not even defined Px-a.s. as ox £ Q,a Px-a.s. but Ip(f)(-) is only defined

Pi-a.s. on flj.
Normalized Brownian motion, o = 1, is most often discussed by itself; then

one writes Ip(f) rather than Ip(f). With this notation, (iv) of (2.1) asserts

that for every f £ L2(RP+) and o > 0,

(2.2) I°p{f){ox) = opIp(f)(x)   (Px-a.s.).

The collection of all the functions Ip(f): QCT —> R, provides an extension

of Ip(f) = Ip(f) from Qx to Ua>o^ • The extension is, in the language of

the previous subsection, 5-a.s. defined and scale-invariant measurable. When

p = 1, the extension just mentioned is the only one which will interest us,

and we will simply use Ix (f) to denote the extended function. In contrast, for

p > 2, there is another extension of Ip(f) (= Ip(f)), the "natural extension

N[Ip(f)] " which will be among our main concerns. Because of this and because

of its usefulness in later theorems, we will retain the o 's in the notation Ip(f)

when p > 2.

Remark 2.1. Let / £ L2(R+). If desired, one can choose a representative in

such a way that Ix(f) is everywhere defined on Wo(R+) and satisfies (iv) of

(2.1) in the p = 1 case for all cr > 0 and x £ W0(R+). Simply take Ix(f) to be
0 off of U(7>0QCT and on those x £QX for which Ix(f) is not already defined;

finally, for ox £ Qa = crQx, take Ix(f)(ox) to be oIx(f)(x). Formula (iv)

of (2.1) shows that this everywhere defined function and the original function
agree 5-a.s. We can employ essentially the same device for p > 2 and choose

a representative which is defined on all of Wq(R+) and satisfies (iv) of (2.1) for

every cr > 0 and x £ W0(R+).

C. Lifting and scale-invariant lifting. An extensive discussion of the concept

of lifting and its applications to filtering theory along with references to the

literature can be found in the book of Kallianpur and Karandikar [13]. We

begin by recalling some facts connected with the canonical Gauss measure on

a separable Hilbert space H over K. Let 3a denote the class of orthogonal

projections on H with finite dimensional range. For n £ 3a , let

WK := {n~x(B): B £3§(n(H)), the Borel class of the range of n}.

Wn is a cr-field for each n and W := \JKea¡¡ Wn is a field of subsets of H. p

will denote the finitely additive canonical Gauss measure on H [13, p. 62].

(H ,W, p) is called a finitely additive canonical Hilbert space.

A representation of p is a pair (L, P) where P is a countably additive

probability measure on some measurable space (Q, s/) and L is a mapping

(actually, an equivalence class of mappings [13, p. 81]) from H into the space

of E-valued random variables on (fi, s/ , P) such that L is linear in an ap-

propriate sense and such that for all C £W ,

p(C) = P{co£Cl: (L(hx)(co),..., L(hj)(cü)) £ B}
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where C = {h £ H: ((h, hx), ... , (h, hj)) £ B} with hx, ... , hj in H and B
a Borel subset of Rj. A representation of p always exists. In the main body

of this paper, we will take (Q,j/) tobe (W0(R+), 3§(Wo(R+)) and P tobe
one of the scaled Wiener measures P„ , a > 0. The representation L will be

chosen as

(2.3) L(cp)(x) = Ix(<t>)(x)

where <p £ H = L2(R+) and x 6 W0(R+).

A function /: H -> R is a Borel cylinder function if and only if it can be
written as

(2.4) f(h) = g((h,hx),...,(h,hk))

for some k > 1 and hx, ... ,hk in H where g: Rk —> R is Borel measurable.

We define Rf, the lifting of /, to be

(2.5) R(f)(-):=g(Ix(hx)(-),...,Ix(hk)(-)).

The discussion in §2B (p = 1 case) shows us that Rf is defined 5-a.s.

Let o > 0. S?ç(H, p) will denote the class of functions /://—► R satis-

fying: For all n £ 3s, the function /o 7r(A) := /(rc/z) is ^-measurable and

for all sequences {n^} from 3s converging strongly to the identity (n^ —> I),

the sequence {R(f ° ft/v)} is Cauchy in Pc-probability. One can show that all

these sequences converge in PCT-probability to the same limit R„(f), called the

o-lifting of f. Ra(f) is defined PCT-a.s. An / in ¿zfa°(H, p) will be called a
cr-accessible random variable. The lifting usually discussed is the 1-lifting.

If / has a cr-lifting for all cr > 0, we let Rf = Raf on Qa and we call Rf
the scale-invariant lifting (or s-lifting) of /. In this case, for every o > 0, Rf

is defined PCT-a.s. Thus Rf is 5-a.s. defined and scale-invariant measurable.

A function / which belongs to ¿fa°(H, p) for every cr > 0 will be called an

5-accessible random variable.

For any cr > 0, we let ^(H, p) denote the set of all / £ ^„(H, p) such

that for all sequences {un} from 3° with nN 11,

(2.6) / \R(fonN) - R(fonN,)\2dPa -» 0

as N, N' -> 00 . Note that if / e S?2(H, p), then

(2.7) ¡ \Ra(f)\2dPa < 00.

When / e 5?a2(H, p), we call Ra(f) a o - £?2 lifting. If / belongs to

¿¿?a2(H, p) for all cr > 0, we call Rf := Raf on Qa , a scale-invariant 5C2-

lifting. If Rf is a scale-invariant J?2-lifting then, for every cr > 0, Rf is

defined Pr-a.s. and belongs to the space L2(W0(R+), Pa) which can be identified

with L2(Qa ,Pa).

3. The limiting Ac-trace

There are various ways of defining the k-trace of a function fp £ L2(R^.).
- k

In this section we focus our attention primarily on the limiting k-trace, Tr fp ,
since it will appear in all of our principal theorems in §§5-8.   Three other
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definitions of /c-trace will also be given. A simple case of the first of these (see

Definition 3.1) will be involved in the definition of the limiting trace. The other

two will be introduced in §9 where it will be shown, among other things, that

for a large class of functions, all four k-traces exist and agree. The results of

§9, while not used directly in §§3 and 5-8, shed light on the earlier material in

various ways. For example, they provide sufficient conditions for the existence

of limiting k-traces.
Rosinski discussed a Hilbert space valued trace in [17]. The limiting trace

will be defined as the limit of certain simple cases of these traces. We give the

definition from [17] just in the setting which concerns us. A somewhat more

detailed discussion can be found in our earlier paper [8] and, of course, in [17].

Definition 3.1. Let fp £ L2(RP+) and let 0 < Ac < [p/2] where |>/2] denotes

the greatest integer in p/2 . We take Tr° fp := fp . For 1 < Ac < [p/2], we say

that Trk fp exists and equals h £ L2(Rp+~2k) if and only if for every CONS

(i.e., complete orthonormal set) (ej) for L2(R+),

oo       -

(3.1) £íMxRÍ

• ej(sx, ... , sk)ej(sk+x, ... , s2k)dsx ■ ■ ■ dskdsk+x ■ ■ ■ ds2k = h(-),

where the series on the left-hand side of (3.1) converges to h in the norm on

L2(R^"2*).

Until §9 we will need Tr*" fp as just defined only for the special functions

described in our first proposition. Let (</>,) be a CONS for L2(R+) so that

{(¡>ix ® • • • ® (f>ip: ii = 1, 2, ... , / = 1,... , p) is a CONS for L2(R^).

Proposition 3.1. Suppose that fp £ L2(ßP+) has an expansion of the following
form in terms of the CONS {</>,, ® • • • ® (¿,- } described above

N

(3.2) fp=     Y    fl<i...../>i. ®-"® fap-
ix .... ,ip=i

Then Trfc fp exists for every k, 0 < k < [p/2], and we haveip

(3.3)Trkfp=       Y E     «A.A.-..A.A.W-.U*«
hk+i ,-,ip=l   \j\ ,».,A=1 /

Proof. Let (ej) be any CONS for L2(R*:). By Definition 3.1 it suffices to show

that the series

(3.4)

N

~1 JRixRi
Y   aii,-,'P<f><Asi)

,...,<„ = !

.K (sk)<l>ik+i (Sk+l).fax (S2k)   • Kk+i iS2k+l).<t>ip(SP)

■ ej(sx, ... , sk)ej(sk+x, ... , s2k)dsx.dsk-dsk+x.ds2k
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converges to the right-hand side of (3.3) in the norm on L2(Rp+~2k). But the

series in (3.4) equals

N oo    / N \

E   E     E    a'i,..../>2*+, ®---®*¡,
ii,...,/a-i ;'=i W+i .-■.'?=! /

• (&, ® ■ ■ ■ ® 0/t , e7)L2(R*) • (&*+, ® • • • ® &» . «/)ii(i»)

N Í N \

=   E        E   ««■......i>a+.®---®^
'I .'2* = '   W+l.'J>=I /

(3-5) • I E^'i ® ' ' ' ® ̂  > e;)(^+1 ® ' • • ® &2* . ej)

N I N \

=      E E       «i,...../,^,®-"®^,
¡I ,...,¿2H = 1   V2*+l.-.'p=l /

-(<j>h  ® ■ ■ ■ ® <t>ik , <t>,k+l  ®---®0i2Jt)

N /        N \

E        E  ajiJi-,hjk,iik+x,--ip Nwi®---®^
«2*+l.-.'i=l   Vi ■•-.*=' /

with the series in (3.5) converging in the sense of the norm || • II^cr*-2*) •   □

In Theorem 9.3 we will give a result which is more general than the one just

proved. However, Proposition 3.1 is all that we require at present.
_ k

Next we take advantage of Proposition 3.1 and define Tr fp .

Definition 3.2. Let fp £ L2(RP+). Given any CONS (c/>,) for L2(R+) and any
positive integer N, let

N

(3-6) fp.W)=     E    aii,...,i>i.® •••»&,
I| ,...,i„ = \

where a,, ,.„,/, = (fp, c/>,-, <8> ■ ■ ■ ® <f>ip).   For Ac = 1, ... , [p/2], the limiting

Ac-trace, Tr fp , exists provided there is a g e L2(Rp~2k) such that

(3.7) ||TrV^,)-g||-0   as AT-oc

-> k
for every CONS   ((pi) for L2(R+). The function g is, by definition, Tr fp .

We take fr°/P := /„ •

It is natural to ask if Tr fp exists and equals Tr fp when fp has a finite
expansion as in Proposition 3.1 above. The answer is in the affirmative.

Proposition 3.2. Let (y/¡) be a CONS for L2(R+) and suppose that fp £ L2(RP+)
has the expansion

M

(3.8) fp =    Y    a'<. -. h Wi ® ' ' ' ® fiP •
il,...,ip = l

_ k
Then Tr fp exists and

(3.9) frkfp = Trkfp.
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Proof. Let (</>,) be any CONS for L2(R+). We must show that

(3.10) IITr^^-TrVA'tRr*)^0

as N -► oo . Let &/,,...,/, = (fP, 4>ii ® • ■ • ® 4>¡p) • To show (3.10) it suffices, by
Proposition 3.1, to show that

N I        N

E     I   E   "h.ji.JkJk>>2k+x.h

(3.11; M

E        E  ^..h.-,h.h.hk+\.h I "v+> ® ■ ■ ■ ® ̂
<2*+l.-.'i>=1   \h ,-,lk=x

as iV —> oo.

From the expansion (3.8) we see that

M

(3.12) &<,,..../,=        E       ̂ «,....,«„(^1 ></><,).(V«P,<r%).
«i ,...,«p=l

Using (3.12) to justify the first equality we can write

(3.13)
N (        N \

E        E  bJi>h.~jk,h.¡2k+i.h)Km®■ ■ ■ ®K

N ( N

E        E
'2*+1 .™.lf = l   U'l.Jfc=l

E   a"i."p^"i■ ^iX^'^'i)'---
M] ,...,«,, = 1

(V»2*-! • *à) ' (^2* ' *Á) ' (^2t+l . &2*+I ). [Vu, , <t>i„)      >

E (V«2t+l®---®^.^2*+1 'i,)V«2t+l V«,

oo M IN \

E       E   a"i.~,up E^"i'^.)^«2'^i))■■•
»2*+.,Wp=l«l,. ..,«„=1 Vi=l /

^   N \    (      N

Y^«2k-X > *A)(*'■» • ¿à) E   (V"2*+. . &»+, ) • (**+! ■ ¿i»+,
U*=1 /     W+l=1

'       E(<"«f ' «M^f. ' ^'p)      C»2t+1  ® ' ■ ' ® Vvp

E E        aui,...,<iP(Vui>PNVu1).(Vun-i > PNVu2k)
"2* + l ,...,«p = lMl .-."? = '

• ( Vuu+, , PnVvïm ).(Vu,,, PnVv^Vvu+i ® ■ • • ® Vvp

M

E       0Ui,...,up(lr,ui,PN¥u2)
U, ,...,Hp=l

.(V«2*_l . PNWu2k)(PNVulk+[)® ■ ■ ■ ® (PnVup).
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We now take the limit of the last expression obtaining

N I        N \

jV1™, E E        bhJL-Jk.Jk.¡2k+l--h)K+i®---®<t>Íp
'2/t + l ,-,ip-l   V'l ,-Jk-l

M
f

=   E   a"i .-'«í \ Jim (^"i - ̂ ^2) • ■ • •
í—' 1 N—»oo

W[ , ... ,Kp = l

(3.14) -(v«2*-i. ^v«2*)[^v«2*+i]® ■®IPnVupi\

M

=     Yl     aUi,...,Up(Wui,Wu2).(V«2*-i ' V^J^t+i ®---® Vup
u¡ ,...,up = \

¡2*+1 .-..'>=1   Vl«-'A=I /

and so (3.12) is established and the proof is complete.   D

Remark 3.1. For the finite sums (3.8), the oversimplified formula (1.3) does

actually give Trfc fp which equals, by Proposition 3.2, Tr fp.
- k

It is desirable to have theorems insuring that Tr fp exists for a large class of

fp 's; Theorem 3.1 is one such result.

Theorem 3.1. Let fp £ L2(RP+).  Suppose that there exists a CONS (y/¡) for

L2(R+) such that, in the expansion

oo

(3.15) fp=     Y    ah,-,>PVh ®'--®W
l'|   ,-.,1,7=1

the coefficients (a,,,...,,J are in lx.
_ k

Then for every k, 0 < Ac < [p/2], Tr fp exists and is given by

oo / oo \

(3.16) frfp=      Y Y    ahJL...JkJk,i2k+u-,ip)vi2k+i®---®Vip-
hk+i.»/.=!   \h ,-,Jk=i /

Though an independent proof of this result can be given it seems convenient

to deduce it as a corollary (Corollary 9.11) of a similar result on the existence

of Tr^ fp which will be proved in §9.
_ k

The next proposition gives some information about fp and Tr fp under the
-k   r

assumption that Tr fp exists.

_ k
Proposition 3.3. Let fp £ L2(RP+) and suppose that Tr fp exists. Then for any

CONS ((pi) for L2(R+) and associated expansion

oo

(3.17) fp=     Y    fl'i.'A ®---®<f>iP
«i.Ip=l

for fp, we have that the limit

N

(3-18) Jim     Y    aJ>.h,~JkJk,i2k+.Jp
N—>oo       '—'

j\ ,...,A=I
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exists for all i2k+x, ... , ip , and that

2

(3.19) Y £     «A.A..
Í2k+l,-,Íp=l    \Jl,-,A=l

JkJkJu+t,- < °°

where the inner sum in (3.19) is taken to mean the limit in (3.18). Further, we

have the formula

, oo /       oo \

(3.20)fr/,=      Y E     ah,h.JkJk,i2k+i./, U*+1®---®<rV
i'u+i ..... »>=1  v'i >..A=l /

w/zere i/ze /««er sum in (3.20) w a^a/« interpreted as the limit in (3.18) and

the outer sum is the limit in the L2(Rp+~2k)-norm.

Proof. By Definition 3.2 and Proposition 3.1,

N             I         N \

■^N  ■■= Y E Qh'h.JkJk.'2k+l,-,ip   I  &»+1®-®&j.
(3-21) itt+i.•«.'*=« \7i.A=« /

- ft*/,

in L2(R^-2¿)-norm as N -> oo. Hence for fixed Z^+i > • • ■ » zp >

(3.22) (jjfr, <pi.u+¡ ® • • • ® ¿<; ) - (fr*/p , <r^+1 ® • • • ® </»,;)•

But for N > max{i'2¿+1,... , i'p},

N

(3.23) (sfN, (pr2M ® •• • ® &-) =     £    oA >7l)...Jt >A>/it+i,...,,..
7i.A=l

Formula (3.23) and (3.22) show that the limit in (3.18) exists and equals the
_ k

coefficient of cfV    ® • • • ® 0,-< in the expansion of Tr fp . The conclusion (3.19)

and formula (3.20) then follow immediately.   D

Proposition 3.3 gives conditions on the coefficients (a,-,.¡p) which are nec-
_ k

essary for the existence of Tr fp .   Are these conditions also sufficient?   Let

us state this in more detail. Let (a,-,.¡p) be a sequence in l2 which satisfies
-> k

(3.18) and (3.19) and let fp be given by (3.17). Does Tr fp necessarily exist?
The answer is "No" as the following example shows.

Let p — 2 and take

I   ¿-i-,     if Ii = 12 = I,
a'l,Í2   =   \ I

l0, if/1^/2.

Then (fl,, ,,2) € I2 and

,.     A               ,.      f,     1      1     1              (-l^+'l
hm  >   a¡. j. = lim { 1 - ^ + ~ - -¡ + • • • +-r.— > ,

N^oo¿-^    J,'J[       N-*oo\ 2        3        4 N I
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a limit which exists and is the sum of the alternating harmonic series. The

condition (3.19) does not enter into the picture here since p = 2. Now let

Í2 = Y flfi. '2^'i ® ̂ '2 = Y —I—0' ® &■
«1 . '2=1 '=1

To see that Tr f2 does not exist, take a permutation of the positive integers

such that the corresponding rearrangement of the alternating harmonic series

has a different sum. Let (y/¡) be the CONS obtained by making the associated

permutation of the (¿,-'s. Let f2 = J2T,i2=\ ̂ h.h^h ® Vh De tne expansion of

f2 in terms of the CONS {^,, ® í¿/,2} . In order for Tr f2 to exist, Proposition
3.3 requires that the equality

N N

lim Ybh,h = Jim Yah,h
N—»oo *—' V—»oo ^-^'

;i=i ;i=i

hold. However, this equality fails since Y^=x bjt jt is a rearrangement of the

alternating harmonic series converging to a different number.

Taking p = 2 simplified the discussion of the example above but, in fact,

one can also find such examples with p > 2 where the condition (3.19) does

come into consideration.

Next we obtain two results which involve iterated limiting traces.

Definition 3.3. Let fp £ L2(RP+). If Tr fp exists for k = 0, 1,..., [p/2], we
_ k

say that fp has all of its first order limiting traces.  Whenever Tr fp exists,

it belongs to L2(Rp+~2k) and, for v = 0, 1, ... ,[(p - 2k)/2], it may possess
- v    ->k

a iMrace Tr [Tr fp]. If all of these traces exist, Ac = 0, 1, ... , [p/2], v =

0, I, ... ,[(p- 2k) ¡2], we say that fp has all of its second order limiting traces.
These second order (or iterated) traces are said to be consistent with the first order

traces provided that

frV[?rkfp] = Trv+kfp,       k = 0, 1, ... , [p/2], u = 0, I, ... ,[(p - 2k)/2].

We can, of course, consider third and higher order traces. However, the next

simple proposition assures us that we get nothing new beyond the second order.

Proposition 3.4. If fp £ L2(RP+) has all its first and second order limiting traces

and they are consistent, then all the third order limiting traces of fp also exist

and are consistent; that is, if 0 < Ac < [p/2],  0 < v < [(p - 2k)/2] and

0 <l <[(p- 2k - 2z/)/2], then fir {fr"[fr fp]} exists and

(3.24) fr'{fr" [fr*/,]} = frk+"+'(fp).

It may well be that even the second order limiting traces yield nothing new.

At any rate, the following proposition is true.

Proposition 3.5. Let fp £ L2(RP+). Suppose that there exists a CONS (y/¡) for
L2(R+) such that, in the expansion

oc

fp=     Y    ah,...,ipVh®---®Vit>
i\ ,-,ip=l

the coefficients (fl/,,_.,i) are in lx .
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Then fp has all its first and second order limiting traces and they are consis-

tent.

This result is not difficult to prove. However, it is contained in Corollary

9.12 and so we omit the proof here.

4. The case of finite expansions

Two of our main results relating multiple Wiener-Itô integrals and liftings of

/7-forms will be given in this section in the special case where the function fp

involved has a finite tensorial expansion. These results will serve as key lemmas

for the next two sections where the corresponding general results will be proved.

We begin by introducing some notation which will be useful in this section

as well as further on. Given c/>, e L2(R+), let & = Ix((p¡). From the discussion

preceding Remark 2.1, we have that for every er > 0,

(4.1) ii(ox) = oii(x)   P-a.s.

Recalling Remark 2.1, we can even regard {,• as everywhere defined on Wo(R+)

and satisfying ¿¡¡(ox) = oC¡(x) for all cr > 0 and x £ W0(R+).

Given g £ L2(RP+), there is an associated p-form y/p(g) acting on H =

L2(R+):

(4.2) Vp(g)(h) = (g,h®p)LHK)

where h's'p(sx, ... , sp) = h(sx).h(sp). Note that c¡¡ = 7,(0,-) is the lifting

of the 1-form (and cylinder function) y/x((p¡) defined by y/x((p¡)(h) = ((/>,-, «).

(See (2.4) and (2.5) in §2.C.)
Let ((pi) be a CONS for L2(R+) so that (</>,-, ® ••• ® (pip) is a CONS for

L2(RP+). We work throughout the rest of this section with an fp £ L2(RP+) which
has a finite expansion,

N

(4-3) fp=     Y     ah.«A ®---®<¿¿,-

It will be convenient for us to explicitly state as a lemma a simple consequence

of the Itô decomposition formula. Itô's formula, (4.5) below, can be deduced

from assertion (3.4) of Theorem 2.2 of [6].

Lemma 4.1. Let fp £ L2(RP+) have the finite expansion (4.3).   Then for any

cr>0,

N

W)=   E ^,.....,w.,®---®^)
¡I ,...,ip=l

N

(4.4) =     Y    ah,...,ipIp-Á<t>ii®---®<t>iP-MiP
ii ,...,/„=l

N

-02(p-l)        Y        aH,'i,h,-,ip-iIp-2^h®---®(l>ip-i)-
i..¿p-i=l
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The first equality in (4.4) is an immediate consequence of the linearity prop-

erty of Ip on L2(RP+). The key to the second equality is the Itô decomposition

formula mentioned above:

/;(</>„ ® • • • ® (j>ip) = /;_ , (&, ® • • • ® (pip_, )&,

(4 5) p~x

-o2YK-2^ii ® • • • ®h ® • • • ® <t>ip.i)(h, <PiP)
i=i

where the symbol ~ indicates that the /th function c/>,; is omitted leaving a

(p - 2)-fold tensor.

We are now ready for the first of the two lemmas mentioned in the opening

paragraph of this section. The formula involved appears in a paper of Bala-

krishnan [2, p. 26]. Balakrishnan's result is for "band-limited white noise" in

the case o = 1 ; nevertheless, the key ideas appear in [2].

Given a positive integer p and a nonnegative integer Ac such that 0 < Ac <

[p/2], let

p\
(4'6) Cp'k:= (p-2k)\2kkV

These constants will appear frequently throughout the rest of the paper.

Lemma 4.2. Let fp £ L2(R+) be given by the finite expansion (4.3). Then, for
any o > 0, we have

N

Wp)=   E   au./,#(&, ®---®*.-,)
l'l ,-,ip=l

[p/2] N N

(4.7) = £(-l)V*CP,*      £ J2    fl...M.--..*..*..2*+>.b-thM.tip
k=0 ilk+i ,...,ip = Mt,....ik = l

tP/2]

= J](-l)Ä:a2*Ci,,^[V/p_2t(Tr*/p)].
k=0

Proof. The subscripts on the a's range from 1 to N throughout, but we will

suppress this in the notation.

The first equality in (4.7) comes simply from (4.3) and the linearity of Ip

acting on L2(R^.). The third equality comes from formula (2.5) for lifting

cylinder functions, (4.2) above and the fact (see Propositions 3.1 and 3.2) that

(4.8) TTkfp=     Y       E   fl'i.'i.'i.'*.<*+>.*A*+. ® ••■»&,-
hk+ I   , — ,ip   'I   ,  —  Jk

Our main task then is to establish the second equality in (4.7).

We proceed by induction on p . When p = 1, the sum over Ac reduces to the

Ac = 0 term. Further, when Ac = 0, the a's do not have any repeated indices.

Thus we see that when p = 1, the third expression in (4.7) is just another way

of writing the second expression.
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The case p = 2 is readily obtained from (4.4) of Lemma 4.1:

E^i^W'. ®<t>ii) = Y^'iJxWiXii-^Y**^
h > h ii , '2 ¿i

= Y ahJiZhSh-o2 Yañ>U
í'l , '2 'I

where the second equality comes from the fact that Ix(4>ix) = £/, for every

a >0.
The induction step also depends on Lemma 4.1. The argument is straight-

forward but somewhat tedious, and we omit it.

Remark 4.1. Lemma 4.2 makes the idea of the "natural extension" of Ip(fp) =

Ip(fp) rather transparent in the case of fp 's with finite expansions. Hu and

Meyer [5] sought to extend Ip(fp) in such a way as to preserve polynomials in

first order stochastic integrals. That this is a reasonable strategy in connection

with the Feynman integral was quite believable to the present authors since it

is consistent with their earlier work, for example [7 or 12], relating the Fresnel

integral of Albeverio and Hoegh-Krohn [1] which deals with certain functions

on a Hilbert space H to the Fresnel (or Feynman) integral of corresponding

functions on the Wiener space [3, 10] or abstract Wiener space [12] associated

with H.

Applying Lemma 4.2 with ex = 1, we get the formulas

[P/2] AT N

!p(fp) = z~,(-1) cp,k    E       E   au>>\.-.k.>k.hk+i.-.ip 'Z'ik+i.£'P
.     - £=0 i2k+¡,...,ip=U,,...,ik = \

[P/2]

= E(-1)*CP,VR[*'p-2*(Tric fp)].
ft=0

Since the natural extension N[Ip(fp)] is to preserve polynomials in first order

stochastic integrals, that is, in the ¿;,'s, it is clear how N[Ip(fp)] should be

defined in this case; it should continue to be given by either of the last two

expressions in (4.9),

[p/2] AT

N[Ip(fP)}= É(-l)*C,,t       y.
k=0 '2t+l.-.'P = 1

N

(4.10) •     2^    a,,,,-,.ik,ik,hk+i.>p 't¡2k+i.£>p
»i.«jt=i

[P/2]

= ^(-l)*CPifcÄ[^_2k(Tr*/,)].
A:=0

Since each £, is 5-a.s. defined and may even be taken as everywhere defined,

the same can be said of N[Ip(fp)] in the present situation.

In the general case in §7 where infinite expansions are involved, we will need

to work harder to define the natural extension. Briefly, for every cr > 0, we

will take limits in the space L2(£la , Pa) of polynomials in first order stochastic
integrals.

In Lemma 4.2 a multiple Wiener-Itô integral Ip(fp) was expressed as a sum

of (p - 2Ac)-forms, k = 0, 1, ... , [p/2].  Lemma 4.3 will express a p-form,
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restricted to Qa , as a sum of multiple Wiener-Itô integrals P¿_2¡t(Tr* fp),k =

0,1,..., [p/2]. Lemma 4.2 is the key to Lemma 4.3 which will, in turn, be
essential to the developments in later sections. Formla (4.13) below is essentially

formula ( 10) in Hu and Meyer [5], but in [5], it is a remark which is not pursued.

Again fp will be assumed to have the finite expansion (4.3). Hence, the

associated p-form y/p(fp) on H = L2(R+) (see (4.2)) will be the cylinder

function

N

(4.11) WP(fp)(h)=     Y    ^,...iip((ph,h).(4>lp,h).
i,,...,ip=l

Hence ipp(fp) certainly has a lifting,

N

(4.12) Vp(x) = R[¥p(fp)](x)=     Y    ah,...,ipSh(x).&,(*),
ii,...,i„ = l

which is a /7-form on Wq(R+) which may be regarded as everywhere defined.

Lemma 4.3. Let fp £ L2(RP+) be given by the finite expansion (4.3) and let the
associated p-form yPP = R[yP(fp)] be given on 8o(R+) by (4.12). Then s-a.s.

[P/2]

(4.13) Vp = RWp(fp)] = Y ^kCp,kIap-2k^fp)-
¿=o

Proof. We proceed by induction on p . The case p = 1 is trivial and the case

p = 2 is easily obtained from Lemma 4.2. We now assume that (4.13) holds

for all integers less than p and examine the pth case. The Ac = 0 term in the

third expression in (4.7) is just *¥p . Thus we can write

[P/2]

Vp = i°p(fP) + YJ{-\)v+x<>lvCp,¡/

(4-14) •    E E   ah.h.*,.*,.«*♦.ir)  ii2v+t.iiP
'2I/+I.'p    VI ,-,iu I

[p/2]                 r
= iap(fP) + E(-ir+1^cP,J   £   ^+1,...,.A,+1.zip

where

ci2l/+i,..., ip =   2-j  Uii ' '' ' ••• ' '" ' '" • '2"+i • •■■ ' 'p '

ii, ..., ip

Now we can finish the proof by applying the induction hypothesis to the inner

sum in the last expression in (4.14) since u > 1. In the process, one makes

use of the equality 1/ac! = J2(~x-Y+Xlv^- where the sum is over {(v, r) £

{1, ... , Ac} x {0, ... , Ac} : v + r — Ac}. The equality comes from applying the

Binomial Theorem to (-1 + l)k .   D

5. Liftings of /j-forms and Wiener-Itô integrals

Let fp £ L2(R^.).   We show in the theorem below that the /?-form  y/p =

y/p(fp) on L2(R+) associated with fp (see (4.2)) has a scaled .S^-lifting R[yp]
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if and only if Tr fp exists for k = 0, 1, ... , [p/2]. Further, in this case, R[y/P]
is given by a p-form on Wiener space or, alternately, by a finite sum of multiple

Wiener-Itô integrals. This result is the key to §§5-8. Our proof that the trace

conditions are necessary as well as sufficient for the existence of the lifting is

tied in with the nature of the limiting Ac-trace.

Not only will the theorem below allow us to give in subsequent sections

a solution to the problem which originally motivated our research, but it is

potentially a useful result in connection with white noise calculus [13] where

/7-forms play a role analogous to that played by /7th homogeneous chaos in

Wiener calculus.

Theorem 5.1. Let fp £ L2(RP+) and let y/p = y/p(fp) be the associated p-form
on H = L2(R+).

_ k
Wp(fp) has a scaled Sf2-lifting R[y/P] if and only if Tr fp exists for k —

0,1,..., [p/2]. In this case, s-a.s. (that is, for every o > 0, Pa-a.s. on QCT)

we have

oo

RvP=   Y   liu.-jpiit.dp
i¡.ip=l

(5'"

= E"2tcp.*';-2t(Tr a)
fc=0

where the second expression in (5.1) is to be interpreted on each QCT as the limit

in the space L2(Çïa, Pa) of the sequence

N

/  ,       fl»'i,...,»,ii|.<=(„•

i,,...,ip=\

Remark 5.1. The third expression in ( 5.1 ) has the advantage that it is coordinate

free but the disadvantage that it must be changed with each change in er. The

lifting Ry/P is, of course, scale-invariant measurable as well as 5-a.s. defined.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. We begin with considerations which are relevant to both

directions of the proof. Let {Yl^} be a sequence from 3s, the class of or-

thogonal projections with finite-dimensional range, such that TlN { I strongly

and dim(YlNH) = dfi. We can then obtain a CONS (</>,) in H such that
{(p,• : i = I, ... , dN} is a CONS in UNH, N = 1,2,... . It suffices to con-
sider the case where du = N. Of course, fp has an expansion with respect to

the CONS   (&,»•••$&,) for L2(R^),

oo

(5-2) fp=        Y       ̂ i.-.l'A ®'--®<rV
'1.¿jr=l

Now

oo

(5.3)        yrP(h) = {fp,h*i>)=    Y    a«.,.....,(^>A).i<t>ip,h),
h,...,ip=\
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and so
oo

y/poUN(h) = y/p(UNh)=     Y    aii,-,iP(<t>ii > ntfA).((pip,UNh)
ii ,...,ip=\

oo

=     Y    ail,...,ip(nN(l>ii>h).(UN(pip,h)
(5.4) ii,...,ip=i

N

=  Y a"./,(&.>*).(&,»*)
i,,... ,iP=i

= (fPN,h®>>),

where fpN(fpNiip.), more fully) satisfies

N

(5-5) //=     XI     «.,,...,.><■ ®'--®<?V
ii,...,i,=l

It is easy to see from (5.4) how to lift the cylinder function \ppon^¡:

N

(5.6) R(yfponN)=     Y    ah,...,ipSi>.k
ii.ip=i

where ^(x) = h((pi)(x).
Applying Lemma 4.3 we see from (5.6) that for every er > 0, PCT-a.s. on QCT ,

[P/2]

(5.7) R(Wp o UN) = Y ^kCp,kIap-2k{^ fPN)-

¿=o

Now suppose that Tr fp exists for Ac = 0, 1, ... , [p/2].   Let o > 0 be

given. It suffices to show that for any sequence nN ] I as above,

|2

(5.8)

[P/2]

R(wP o nN) - Y °2kCp,kiaP-2k(ñ fP)

fe=0

0

\LHil0,Po)

as N —> oo . However, using (5.7) and properties of multiple Wiener-Itô inte-

grals (see (2.1)), we can write

R(ipp o nN) - Y ^2kCp,kIap-2k(^ fp)

fe=0

(5.9)
[P/2]

t2(0,,^)

2

E^^AXTrVZ-fr/,)
fc=0

[P/2]

£2(£V„)

= Y^2kCp^)2iP-^.(o"-2")2^ fpN -Tr fp\
k=0

Z,2(R^'P-2*i

but this last expression converges to 0 as N —> oo by definition of Tr fp,

Ac = 0, I,..., [p/2].
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We now know that y/p has a scaled Jz^-lifting Ry/P that is equal to the

third expression in (5.1). Checking (5.6), we see that for every a > 0 all three

functions in (5.1) are equal Pa-a.s. on Qa .
_ k

It remains to show that if y/p(fp) has a scaled .S*2-lifting, then Tr fp exists

for k = 0, 1, ... , [p/2]. In fact, we will show that if there exists a > 0 such
_ k

that y/p(fp) has a cr - .^-lifting, then Tr fp exists for Ac = 0, 1, ... , [p/2].
Let (a,) be an arbitrary CONS for H = L2(R+) and let n^ be the orthog-

onal projection onto sp[ax , ... , a^]. By assumption, we have

(5.10) EP\R(>v-ponN)-Ripp]2-+0   as TV-+00.

It follows that

(5.11) EPa[R(y/poUN)-R(<ppoUNI)]2^0   as N, N' -> oo.

But by Lemma 4.3 and (5.5)—(5.7),

[P/2]

(5.12) R(¥p o nN) - R(y/P o n^) = Y ff2kcP,kIap-2k(^ fPN(a,) - Tr* fpN\a¡))

k=0

where

M

(5-13) fpM(a,)=    Y    (^.«i, ®"-®"i,K®"-®«i,.
il.!>=1

Using properties of multiple Wiener-Itô integrals (see (2.1)), we have

EPa[R(ipp oUN) - R(y/P onN,)]2

C5 141 [p/2]

k=Q

From (5.14) and (5.11), we see that

(5.15) W^fp^-T^f^Jll-^O   nsN,N'->oo

for Ac = 0, 1, ... , [p/2]. Because of the completeness of L2(mp+~2k), (5.15)

shows that, for every CONS (a,), Tr* fp ,ai) converges to an element of

L2(Rp+'2k). We still need to show that this limit is independent of the CONS

Let (ßi) be any other CONS for H. It suffices to show that

(5.16) ||Tr*/p%-Tr*^(/fi)||2-0   as N -> oo.

However,

R(Wp o UNAa¡)) -R(y/p° njv,(A))

(5 171 [p/21
(       } =Y-2kCp,kIU(TrkfpN{a,)-Trkfp^ßi)),

k=0
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and so

(5.18)

[P/2]

Y °2p{Cp,k)\p - 2Âc)!|| Tr* f»(at) - Tr* fpN{ßi)\\2
k=0

[P/2]

= EPm   Y °2kCp,kIUkV¿ f?,M - ^ fPN(ßi))
Jfc=0

= EPJR(ipp°nNAai))-R(y/ponNAßi))]2.

But the last expression in (5.18) goes to 0 as N —» oo since

EP,[R(¥pollNAai))-R(y/p)]2   and   EPa[R(y/poUNAßi))-R(y/p)]2

both go to 0 as N -> oo.  It now follows from (5.18) that (5.16) holds for
Ac = 0, 1, ... , [p/2] as desired.

Hence, for every Ac = 0, 1, ... , [p/2], there exists gp-2k in L2
that for every CONS (a,) for H,

(5.19) ||Tr*//(ai)-^_2,||2-0   asN

p~2k) such

00.

Therefore Tr fp exists as we wished to show.   □

Next we present some simple consequences of Theorem 5.1. (Much of the

rest of this paper will give further consequences of this theorem.) The first

corollary was already noted and established in the proof above but it seems

worth stating formally.

Corollary 5.1. Let fp £ L2{RP+) and let y/p - y/p(fp) be the associated p-form
on H = L2(R+). If there exists cr > 0 such that y/p has a er - ^-lifting, then
-» k

Tr fp exists for k = 0, I, ... , [p/2]. In particular, if y/p has an S?2-lifting
- k

with respect to the standard Wiener measure P = Px, then Tr fp exists for

k = 0, I,...,[p/2].

Corollary 5.2. Let fp and y/p be as in Corollary 5.1. 77z£« y/p has a scaled ^f2-

lifting if and only if there exists cr > 0 such that ipp has a a - S?2-lifting. In

particular, if y/p has an ^-lifting with respect to the standard Wiener measure

P — P\, then y/p has a scaled L2-lifting.

Remark 5.2. Comparing the first two expressions in (5.1) with (5.3), one sees
that the series

E
(5.20)

,ip = l

= lim
N-KXl

ipih.iip

N

Y   ah,-,'A
.ip=l

■£/.

lifts y/p in a natural way.

Corollary 5.3. Let fp and f¡, be in L2(RP+) with associated p-forms y/p and

y/'p, respectively. Suppose further that there exists ero > 0 such that R(y/P) and

R(y/p) both exist in the ctq --S^2 sense (and hence in the scaled-S?2 sense).
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Then, for every er > 0,

\\R(vP)-R(vP)\\h{Q.,Ps)

(5 21) ^Z21 k k
= ^(c7^C/,,,)2(Jp-2/c)!||fr fp-fr fp\

k=0

2
LHRF/-2k)

In particular, if fp and f^n\ « = 1,2,..., all belong to L2(RP+) and if

y/p , y/pn^, « = 1,2,... are the associated p-forms all of which possess scaled

^-liftings R(y/p), R(wPn)). « = 1,2,..., then

(5.22) ll^(^p)-Ä(^"))||i2(iioi/,o)-0   05«->oo

for every a > 0 if and only if

-, k   , ,        -, k
||Tr ff' - Tr UWji,^-^ ^ 0   as n -» oo

yôr each k = 0, I, ... , [p/2].

Proof. This follows easily from (5.1) and properties of multiple Wiener-Itô

integrals.   O

Remark 5.3. Often, in order to work with functions on white noise space, that

is on the canonical Hubert space, (H ,W, p), one must lift them to an associ-
ated countably additive representation space. It is sometimes possible to work

directly in the Hubert space. Corollary 5.3 allows us to do that for p-forms

on H = L2(RP+); the L2(C0(R+), PCT)-distance from R(y/P) to R(y/'p) can be

calculated within the Hubert space.

6.  WlENER-lTÔ INTEGRALS IN TERMS OF LIFTED   P-FORMS

The theorem of this section will show how to write the multiple Wiener-Itô

integral Ip(fp) as a finite sum of lifted (p - 2Âc)-forms, Ac = 0, 1, ... , [p/2].
The er = 1 case of this result will lead us in the next section to our definition of

the natural extension N[Ip(fp)] of Ip(fp). At this point the reader may wish

to review Definition 3.3 and Propositions 3.4 and 3.5.

Theorem 6.1. Let fp £ L2(R^) and let y/p = y/p(fp) be the associated p-form
on H = L2{R+). Assume that fp has all its first and second order traces and

that they are consistent.

Then for every er>0, Pa-a.s. on £la ,

[p/2]

i2(fp)= T,^-^kff2kcP,kR^P-2k^ fp)l
k=0

[P/2] oo

(6.1) = £(-i)V*cPji     £
k=0 i2k+i.iP = l

\

E      ah ,j\ ,-Jk Jk''3k+l' — 'p I Zi2k+i.Zip
Ji,-Jk = l )
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-> k
where R[y/p_2k(Tr fp)]  is the lifting of the (p - 2k)-form  y/p-2k  associated

with the function fr fp in L2(Rp+~2k) and where (</>,■) isa CONS for L2(R+),

fp = lZ7?,...,ip=\ a<.JpÖh ® • • • ® 'P'p • & - h(<t>i). and the sum over the i 's in
the third expression in (6.1 ) is interpreted on each Qp as the limit in the space

L2(Çla,Pa) of the sequence

/   , 7   , ajlJl,-Jk,Jk, '2t+1.¡P   I  <=Í2k+¡   '       ' ' Zip ■

'2*+i.-.'f>=i \;i...A=i /

Proof. We begin by establishing the first equality in (6.1). Our assumptions

assure us, by Theorem 5.1, that the second expression in (6.1) makes sense
-k

and that formula (5.1) can be applied to each function R[y/p_2k(Tr fp)\ in

the second expression in (6.1). Our first equality below is obtained by doing

this and using the consistency of the first and second order traces. The second

equality comes simply from splitting off the Ac = 0, v = 0 term and the third

equality from doing the remaining sum in a different order. Finally, the fourth

equality comes from the Binomial Theorem;

0 = [l + (-l)r = r!£  -tif
k+v=r

We now carry out the steps which were just commented on above:

Y(-l)ka2kCp,kR[Vp-2k(Tr fp)]

k=0

_ M    {-l)ka2kpl    t^l        (p-2k)\Q2» fk+V

' ^ (p - 2k)\2kk\  ¿j (p-2k-2v)\2vv\p-2k-2vK Jp)

(6.2) o ^1[^]        (-l)kplo2(k+-) a ~k+v

= Wp)+ Y Y  tp-ik- 2u)\2k+"kMIp-2k-2"{TT     fp)
k=0   i/=0   Ky '

(k,v)¿(0,0)

r=l   yy ' \k+v=r )

= I°p(fP)

as claimed.
It remains to establish the second equality in (6.1). By Proposition 3.3,

-k °°*V, =   E
(6.3)

JkJk,Í2k+í.iP   I   &2*+l  ®-"®<Pi,
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so that

¥p-2k(TT fp)(h) =        Y
Í2k + l , —,1/7 = 1

(6.4)
E  ah.ji.~

{j.À=l

(0i»+,»A).(&,,*)

A >7/t ,'2/t+l > —> h

and so by Theorem 5.1,

(6.5)
k °°

Ä[^-2t(fr/p)]=       Y
hk+l , — ,ip=l

7. The natural extension of a Wiener-Itô integral

The case a = 1 of Theorem 6.1 and the idea that the natural extension

should preserve polynomials in the ¿J, 's immediately suggests how to define

N[IP(fP)].

Definition 7.1. The natural extension of Ip(fp) is defined by

[P/2] [p/2]

^[/p(/p)] = E^^^^crr fpft = Ei-1)*^.*

(7.1)

The next theorem gives us conditions under which Definition 7.1 makes sense.

Theorem 7.1. Let fp £ L2(RP+) and let y/p = y/p(fp) be the associated p-form

on H = L2(R+). Assume that fp has all its first and second order traces and

that they are consistent.
Then the last two expressions in formula (7.1) are defined and agree s-a.s.

and are scale-invariant measurable.

Proof. Apply Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 3.3 to each of the (p - 2Ac)-forms

WP-2k(Trk fp), k = 0, I,..., [p/2].   G

Next we give a theorem which will express the restriction of N[Ip(fp)] to Qa
- k

as a sum of multiple Wiener-Itô integrals Ip_2k(Tr fp), k = 0, 1, ... , [p/2].

This theorem will be the basis of our calculation in the next section of the

analytic Feynman integral of N[Ip(fp)].

Theorem 7.2. Let fp £ L2(RP+) and let y/p = y/p(fp) be the associated p-form
on H - L2(R+). Assume that fp has all its first and second order traces and

that they are consistent.
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Then, for any o > 0, we have Pa-a.s. on Q.a,

[P/2]

(7.2) mip(fp)] = Y^2 - l)kcp,kip-2k(^ fP)-
k=0

Proof. Proposition 3.4 allows us to apply Theorem 6.1 to the right-hand side
of (7.2); this yields the first equality below. The third equality comes from
reordering the sum and the fourth from applying the Binomial Theorem to

(-l)r = [(o2 - l) + (-o2)Y . Finally the last equality comes from Definition 7.1
and Theorem 7.1.

[P/2]

£(*2-i)*c,,*/;_^(t77p)

™  p\(o2-\)k    i'y](p-2fc)!(-ir^ ffr*+"nil
-¿J(p-2ifc)!2*ifc!]   E   (p-2k-2l/y2»v\RW>-lk-lÁlr     fp)]\

[p/2][

(7.3)
1   p\(a2- l)k(-\)vo2lJ   „. ,^k+v

-^   E   ¿-2k-2u)l2^klu\RlWp-a-^{rr'"fp)]
k=0   f=0

[P/2]

= E v   E
(a2 - \)k(-a2f

*[^-2r(Tr fp)]
n (p-2r)\2' |,^ k\v\

r=0   vr ' (k+v=r )

[P/2]

= Y^i-lYCp.rRlVp-iATtfp)]
r=0

= N[Ip(fp)]

as desired.   D

Remark 7.1. Formula (7.2) is closely related to (8) in [5], a key formula in the

paper of Hu and Meyer. However, in [5], the right-hand side of (7.2) is their

"suggested definition" of the natural extension of Ip(fp) to Q^ . Hu and Meyer

do not have one formula (like our (7.1)) which extends Ip(fp) to Q^ for all

o > 0. Their "suggested definition" has become a theorem in our development.

Further, our Definition 7.1 reflects in a rather transparent way the desire to

extend Ip(fp) so as to preserve polynomials in the ¿j, 's.

Next we give a simple example which will illustrate our formulas and help

to clarify the idea of the natural extension and the concept of functions equal

5-a.s. Let (p := *[o,i] so that fx := 4> ® 4> belongs to L2(R2). We introduce

a function G: Wq(R+) —> R which is everywhere defined and continuous and

with which we will compare two different extensions of I2(f2): Í2i —> R. Let

G(x):=x2(l)- 1.

Using the third expression in (6.1) (or (4.7), the corresponding formula for

finite expansions) with o = 1, p = 2, k = 0, 1, we see that Pi-a.s. on Qi ,

Hh)(x)=e(x) -1 = 17 (t>(x)dx(s) 1

/   dx(s
Jo

1 =x2(l)-l

where £ = />(</>). Hence I2(f2) = G Pr-a.s. on Qx
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By (7.1), N[I2(f2)] = £2 - 1 . In particular, for every er > 0, Pi-a.s. on Qx ,

N[I2(f2)](ox) = £2(crx) - 1 = a2cj2(x) - 1 = a2x2(l) - 1.

We can also obtain the formula just above by using (7.2) of Theorem 7.2: For

every a > 0, p-a.s. on Qi ,

N[I2(f2)](ox) = C2tfîÇïfh)(ox) + (o2 - l)C2AIl(Tr f2)(x)

= l\(f2)(ax) + (a2 - l)frf2 = cx2/2(/2)(x) + (a2 - I)

= C72[£2(X) - 1] + CT2 - 1 = CT2¿;2(X) - 1 = CJ2X2(1) - 1.

Note that N[I2(f2)] = G s-a.s.
In contrast, we define the extension F of I2(f2) to \Ja>0£la by F (ox) =

Ia2(f2)(ox).   Now Pra.s.   on Q, ,  F (ax) = a2I2(f2)(x) = cr2[£2(x) - 1] =

CT2X2(1)-C72.

Summarizing the above: N[I2(f2)] - G s-a.s. and N[I2(f2)] = G = F Px-

a.s. However, for every er ^ 1, it is not true that F = G Pa-a.s., and, in

fact,

Pa{y £ QCT : F(y) ¿ G(y)} = Pl{xeCil: F (ox) # G(ox)} = 1

since tr(erx) = er2x2(l) - 1 for every x £ Q.x whereas F (ox) = cr2x2(l) - a2

Pi-a.s. on Çlx.
We finish this section by discussing briefly a generalization of the results

above. This generalization is related to a further formula of Hu and Meyer

[5]. Let fp £ L2(RP+). We will define the natural extension N[Ixp(fp)] for any

T > 0. Again, Theorem 6.1 suggests how this should be done.

Definition 7.2. The natural extension of Ixp(fp) is defined by

W2i -k
N[Irp(fp)]= Yt-V'^Cp-^Vp-iäTr fp)]

k=0

[p/2] oo

(7.4) = 5>l)V*Cp,fc      y
k=0 i2k+l ,..., ip=l

■>Jk,Jk ,'2*+l , — ,'p   I  ^'2/c+l
•Í«.

Under the assumption that fp has all its first and second order traces and

they are consistent, we can show just as in Theorem 7.1 that Definition 7.2

makes sense. Next we ask for a formula extending (7.2).

Theorem 7.3. Under the assumption of Theorem 7.2, for any a > 0, we have

Pa-a.s. on Q.a,

[P/2]

(7.5) N[Pp(fp)] =Y^2- ^2)kCP,kIap-2k(Tr fp).
k=o

Proof. The argument proceeds just as in the proof of Theorem 7.2 except that

here one applies the Binomial Theorem to

[-T2]' = [((T2 - T2) + (-C72)j\     D
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8. The Feynman integral of the natural extension
of a Wiener-Itô integral

We are now able to solve the problem which we discussed at the beginning

of § 1. The reader may wish to review that material.

Theorem 8.1. Let fp £ L2(R+) and let y/p = y/p(fp) be the associated p-form
on H = L2(R+). Assume that fp has all its first and second order traces and

that they are consistent.

Then, for every a > 0, we have the formula

(8.1) 2       k

[       ±N[Ip(fp)](ox)dPx(x) = ( íW-fr*(/2fc)   ÍfP = 2k ÍS eVm>

Jw°^ p- { 0   ifp is odd.

Further, the analytic Feynman integral of the function N[Ip(fp)]/p] is given by

the right-hand side of (8.1) with er2 = -i.

Proof. Formula (7.2) of Theorem 7.2 is the key to the proof. Fix a > 0. The
steps below follow from a change of variables, an application of (7.2) and the
fact that, for p > 1,

/        IÏ(fp)(x)dPa(x) = 0:  [        -N[Ip(fp)](ax)dPx(x)

= f        -.N[Ip(fp)](x)dPa(x)
Jo? /-Q   \  p]

'  -* k
-Tr f2k   if p = 2k is even,

v=0

(ff2-l)^J

2kk\

0   if p is odd.

which is the desired formula.   D

Remark 8.1. It is natural to investigate the class of functions / which possess
a Feynman integral in the sense of [5] and, in particular, to ask if various

functions of interest in quantum mechanics fall in this class. Such matters are

discussed to some extent in [5] and are of interest to the authors but they have
not been our concern in this paper.

We finish this section by stating a result like Theorem 8.1 except that it

involves the natural extension of Ixp(fp) rather than N[Ip(fp)].

Theorem 8.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 8.1 be satisfied and let x > 0 be

given. Then, for every er > 0, we have the formula

(8.2)      /       ^N[Pp(fp)](ox)dPx(x) = <
•%R+) P-

2kk\

ifp — 2/c is even,

. 0   ifp is odd.

Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 8.1 except that formula
(7.5) is used instead of (7.2).   D

"!-l2)-fr',&,
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Remark 8.2. If we analytically continue the right-hand side of (8.2) to o2 = -i,

we obtain the analytic Feynman integral of N[Ip(fp)]/pl.

9. Further results on Ac-traces

_ k
We concentrated our attention in §3 on the limiting Ac-trace, Tr fp , since our

principal results on the lifting of p-forms, the existence of the natural extension
_, k

of Ip(fp), etc. all heavily involve Tr fp where fp £ L2(R+ ). A further Ac-trace,

Tr* fp , was defined (see Definition 3.1) and played an important but subsidiary

role. In this section we will give two more definitions of Ac-trace, the iterated

Ac-trace, Tr* fp and the tensorial Ac-trace, Tr* fp . It is the iterated Ac-trace
which appears in the paper of Hu and Meyer [5]. The tensorial Ac-trace also

seems to be a natural object of study. In particular, it will help us to understand

some of the relationships between the other three Ac-traces. It is Tr* fp which is

associated in the most straightforward way with the familiar concept of a trace

class operator. This is discussed in some detail in [8, §2] and in [17] and we will

not go into it here. Most of the results of this section, in addition to being of
interest in their own right, either lead to or provide sufficient conditions under

which the hypotheses of earlier theorems are satisfied. Indeed, the limiting

Ac-trace is explicitly involved starting with Theorem 9.2.

Before beginning formally, we mention a few of the results of this section. It

is an immediate consequence of the definitions, as we will see below, that the

existence of Tr* fp implies the existence of Tr* fp and equality. Among other

results of this section, we will show that the existence of Try fp implies the exis-

tence of Tr fp and equality. Further, we show that if all of Tr\ fp, ... , Tif fp

exist, then all of Tr) fp, ... , Tr^ fp exist and equality holds. Finally, we show

that if there exists a CONS (c/>,) for L2(R+) such that the coefficients in the

expansion of fp in terms of the CONS (</>,, ® ■ • • ® (p¡p) for L2(R^_) are in lx ,

then all four Ac-traces exist and are equal.

We begin with the definition of the tensorial Ac-trace.

Definition 9.1. Let fp £ L2(RP+). We take Tr°/P = fp and, for 1 < Ac < [p/2],

we say that Try" fp exists and equals « e L2(R+-2*) if and only if for any k

CONS ((p{X)), ... , ((p{k)) for L2(R+) and for any enumeration ex,e2, ... of

the tensorial CONS  ((p{X) ® ••• ® (p{k)) for L2(Rk+),

,_ ,. E/,     ifp(si>--->sk>Sk+\,---,s2k;.)ej(Sj,...,sk)
(9.1) j=iM**+

• ej(*k+\, ■■■ ,s2k)dsx--- dskdsk+x ■ ■ ■ ds2k = h(-),

where the series on the left-hand side of (9.1) converges to « in the norm of
L2(Rp~2k).

The first proposition follows immediately from Definitions 3.1 and 9.1. We

state it formally for ease of reference.

Proposition 9.1. The existence of Tr* fp implies the existence of Tr* fp and

equality. Also Tr1 fp exists if and only if Tr' fp exists.

Our next proposition assures us that when Tr* fp exists, it can be expressed

either as a multiple series or as an iterated series. This is not especially difficult
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to prove using known results, but, since much of the rest of this section depends

on it, we will give some details of the proof.

Proposition 9.2. Let fp £ L2(R"+) and let 1 < Ac < [p/2]. If Tr) fp exists and if

(4>{X)),... , (4>{k)) are any k CONS for L2(R+), then Tr* fp can be expressed
as the multiple series,

oo

TrH =   E   L  Jp^-- $k . ifc+1

Ak)

■ *2k>
■''WjîW' <i

■dskdsk+x---ds2

(9.2) h.-.it-r

*-i)<P/* WI ««l ■ ■ ■ askask+x ■ ■ ■ as2k .

or as an iterated series where the iteration can be done in whatever order is

desired; for example

■)<j>^(sx)<t>^(s2)Tr* fp = E-E  / ,      , fp(Sl ' ■ ■ ■ ' Sk ' Sk+l ,■■■ ,S2k,-,
(9.3) k=i       ,-,=iy<x<

.4>(,k\s2k-\)4>{ikk){s2k)dsx ■ ■ ■ dskdsk+x ■ ■ ■ ds2k.

The series in (9.2) and (9.3) converge to Tr* fp in the sense of the norm on
L2(Rp-2k) .

Proof. Take any tensorial CONS as described in Definition 9.1 and enumerate

it; Tr* fp is given by (9.1 ). Since any permutation of a CONS is again a CONS,

we see that the series (9.1) converges unconditionally. By Proposition l.C.l, p.

15 in [16], for every e > 0 there exists an integer Af so that for every finite set

of integers F which satisfies min{7 e F} > N we have

Y.* <e,

L2(Rpr2k)

where Xj is the y'th term of the series (9.1). It is not hard to see that this

is equivalent to the Cauchy condition for what is sometimes called "unordered

summation": For every e > 0 there exists a finite subset Pi of the (in this case

countable) index set such that for every finite subset P of the index set which

is disjoint from Fx we have

5>
J€F

< S.

Ls2(R^-2t)

This tells us that any ordering which one may have on the index set is essentially

irrelevant and the limit is the limit of a net where the associated directed set

2 is the collection of all finite subsets of the index set where P2 follows Pi if

and only if F2D Fx . Now the collection of all sets of the form

{l,...,Nx}x{l,...,N2}x-.-x{l,...,Nk}

is a cofinal subset [15, p. 66] of the directed set 31 and so Tr* fp is the limit

as N\ —> oo, ... , Nk —> oo of the sums

Ni,...,Nk

Y,        / fp(sl.sk > sk+l !••■!%!■. ')
,- _i •¿RixB'i.,.* = !

•cp{x)(sx)(p{x)(s2)

that is, (9.2) holds.

4>\J(s2k-i)<pl\s2k)dsx---dskdsk+x---ds 2k
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Now part (a) of [15, 6.S, p. 214] tells us that a function which has an un-

ordered sum over a certain index set will also have an unordered sum over any

subset ofthat index set. Using this and (c) of [15, 6.S, p. 214] which deals with

iterated sums we see that Tr* fp can be written as an iterated sum in any order

and, in particular, that (9.3) holds.   D

Corollary 9.1. //Tr*/P exists and ((p{x)), ... , ((p{k)) areCONSsfor L2(R+) as

in Proposition 9.2, then Tr* fp is given by both of (9.2) and (9.3).

Proof. This follows immediately from Propositions 9.1 and 9.2.   D

Next we give the definition of the iterated Ac-trace, Tr* fp .

Definition 9.2. Let fp £ L2(RP+). We take Tr°/P = fp and we let Tr] fp :=

Tr1 fp provided that Tr1 fp exists. When Tr1 fp exists, it belongs to L2(R^-2)

and we may attempt to take its 1-trace, Trx(Trx fp). If Tr^Tr1^,) exists,

we let Tr2 fp := Tr'(Tr' fp). This procedure is continued inductively and for

1 < k < [p/2],

(9.4) Trkfp:=Trx(Trx(---(Trx(Trxfp))---))

provided that all k 1-traces involved exist.

The next proposition follows immediately from the iterative nature of Tr* fp .

Proposition 9.3. Let fp £ L2(RP+) and suppose that Tr] fp exists where 1 < r <

[p/2]. Then

(i) Tr* fp exists for all 1 < k < r.

(ii) IfO<k + u<r, then Tr* fp , Tr^(Tr* fp) and Tr*+1/ fp all exist and

(9.5) Tr*+Vp = Trr(Tr*/i>).

We do not know if the existence of the tensorial Ac-trace implies the existence

of the iterated k -trace, but our next result assures us that if Tr,1 fp, ... , TrJ' fp

all exist, then Tr\ fp, ... , Tr^ fp all exist.

Theorem 9.1. Let fp £ L2(RP+) and suppose that Tr) fp, ... , Tr^ fp all exist

where 1 < v < [p/2]. Then Tr) fp, ... , Tr^ fp all exist and

(9.6) Trkfp = Trkfp,        k=l,...,v.

Proof. TrJ fp is exactly the same object as Tr) fp and so there is nothing to

prove if v = 1 . Suppose that Tr' fp and Tr2 fp exist. Then Tr] fp exists and

we must show that Tr2 fp exists and equals Tr2 fp . Let any two CONs ((j>^)

and (cA|2)) for L2(R+) be given. Also let e > 0 be given. Since Tr2 fp exists

there are, by Proposition 9.2, integers Nx and N2 such that if nx > Nx and

«2 > N2 then

(9.7)

11,12        f
1| ,12

^(5i, ... , 54, -,..., •)
.   ./iff2 vltt2

¡1 ,'2=

(p(ix)(sx )4>{X)(s2)(p{2)(si)(t){2)(s4) dsx--- ds4 - Tr2 fp < e.

L2(K^"4)
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Alternately, we can write,

(9.8)
"2

E
„ = 1 I^R+xR+ ¿/

fp(S\ ■ s4,-,...,')<p{X)(sx)^x)(s2)dsxds2

V^(si)<t>^(s4)ds3ds4\ -lr2fp < e.

lHr»+-4)

Fix n2> N2. Now since Tr' fp exists,

(9-9) Y I        MSx ̂2,-,..., •)<1)(íi)0Í,1)(52) dsx ds2 - Tr,1 fp

in L2(R^_2) norm as «i -»oo. Hence the sequence of integral operators

whose kernels are given by the left-hand side of (9.9) converges in Hilbert-

Schmidt norm to the integral operator with kernel Tr] fp . (We think of these

operators as acting on L2(R2 ) and, in this case, as having range in L2(R{¡.~4).)

Thus these operators converge in operator norm and so in the strong operator

topology. Therefore
"2

E
¡2=1 R+xR+

"'    r
E/     fp
i     , JR+XR+

(il , s2 , s} , s4, >•)

(9.10) -4>¡[)(sx)(piXi)(s2)dsxds2

El/        (Tt)fp)(s3,s4,
¡2=1 l^"+xR+

b^](s,)(l>^(s4)ds3ds4

)<t>^(s3)<p^(s4)ds3ds4

in L2(R+ 4) norm as «i -» oo.   Now (9.10) allows us to take the limit as

«i —> oo in (9.8) and we obtain

(9.11)

tit    rt
• _,   ULxL
l2 = i

fp)(S},S4, •,...,•)

(p(2)(s3)(p{2\s4)ds3dsA-Tr2fp <e.

L2(Kp—*\

It follows that Tr2 fp exists and equals Tr2 fp as desired. We continue in-

ductively like this to get the result.   D

Our next result is an immediate corollary of the preceding theorem and

Proposition 9.1. Corollary 9.8 below will give additional information under

the same assumptions.

Corollary 9.2. Let fp £ L2(RP+) and suppose that Tr1 fp, ... , Tr" fp all exist

where 1 < v < [p/2]. Then Tr) fp, ... , Tr" fp and Tr) fp , ... , Tr" fp all exist
and for k = I, ... , v we have

(9.12) Tr*/, = Tr*/p = Try-/,.

Next we define "second order tensorial traces." The definition follows the
pattern for second order limiting traces (see Definition 3.3).
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Definition 9.3. Let fp £ L2(RP+). If Try" fp exists for k = 0, 1, ... , [p/2], we

say that fp has all of its first order traces. Whenever Try fp exists, it belongs

to L2(R^._2*), and, for v = 0, I, ... ,[(p - 2k)/2], it may possess a ¡/-trace,

Tr"[Tr* fp]. If all of these traces exist, Ac = 0, 1, ... , [p/2] and v = 0, 1, ... ,
[(p - 2k)/2] , we say that fp has all of its second order tensorial traces. The sec-

ond order traces are said to be consistent with the first order traces provided

that Trvt[Trkfp] = Trk+V fp for Ac = 0, 1, ... , [p/2] and v = 0, 1,... ,

[(p - 2k)/2].

Remarks 9.1. (i) One may consider third and higher order tensorial traces. How-

ever, it is easily shown, just as with limiting traces in Proposition 3.4, that if fp

has all of its first and second order tensorial traces, then the third order tensorial

traces of fp also exist and are consistent.

(ii) Everything said in Definition 9.3 and in part (i) of this remark can be

repeated with the tensorial traces Trf fp replaced by Tr* fp .
Our second corollary of Theorem 9.1 tells us that if fp has all of its first and

second order tensorial traces, then they will necessarily be consistent.

Corollary 9.3. Let fp £ L2(RP+) and suppose tht fp has all of its first and second

order tensorial traces. Then for nonnegative integers k and v such that 0 <

k + v<[p/2],

(9.13) Tr^Tr* fp] = Trk+v fp.

Proof. By Theorem 9.1, all the first and second order iterated traces exist and

equal the corresponding tensorial traces. Applying this fact and formula (9.5),

we obtain (9.13) as follows:

TrTtTr* fp] = T^Tr* fp] = Tr*+" fp = Tr*+" fp.   D

Since the existence of Tr* fp implies the existence of Tr* fp and equality,

Corollary 9.3 immediately yields the following result.

Corollary 9.4. Let fp £ L2(RP+) and suppose that fp has all of its first and second
order traces. Then for nonnegative integers k and v such that 0 < k + v <

[P/2],

(9.14) Tr"[Tr*/p] = Tr*+VP.

Proposition 9.4. Let fp £ L2(RP+) and let 1 < k < [p/2]. Given any CONS ((/>,)

for L2(R+), let

OO

(9.15) fp=     Y    ai\,-JP<Ph®---®<t>iP
i.,'p=l

be the usual expansion of fp in terms of the CONS (c/>,, ® • • • ® (pip) for L2(RP+).

Suppose that Tr* fp exists.

Then for every i2k+x, ... , ip,

oo

(9.16) Y     \ah,h,.~,JkJk,i2k+i.1,1 < ».
í'i,-".A=l
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and

Y E    "h.!,,....
¿a+i.-,ip=i   \ji,.,jk=i

(9.17)

Further, we have the formula

Jk ,Jk ,'2/c+l , — ,h < OO.

(9.18)

Trf/,=       E
'2*+l.'p = l

/   , ah Ji.JkJk > 'a+1 , - ■ 'p   |   0'M+1   ® «AS*

Proof. Using Proposición 9.2 and then (9.15) we can write

oo .

Tr*/P=        E /\       , fp(Sl' ■■■ >S2k,S2k+l, ■■■ , Sp)<t>Ji(Sl)<l>Ji(S2) • ■ ■ ■
¡. _i ^RÏxR*

* <t>jk {S2k-1 )<Pjk (S2k)dsl.ds2k

Ji.Jk'1'

(9.19)
OO .

", / -i JRÍ.XR*Ji,...,Jk = l      +      +

E    ah,-,i
Lii,...,ip = \

<t>j,(Sl)<l>Ji(S2) • ■ ■ ■

i>jk (s2k -1 ) <t>jk (S2k )dsx--ds2k

where the sum over the j's converges unconditionally (i.e., as an unordered

sum). Now the inner sum in the third expression in (9.19) converges in L2(R+ )-

norm and so the integral operators associated with the partial sums converge

in Hilbert-Schmidt norm to the integral operator associated with fp and so

certainly converge in operator norm and hence in the strong operator topology.

Thus we can write

(9.20)
OO OO -

Tlf/p=     E     {     E        k    kaii,-,iP'i>ii(si)(t>jt(si)<t>i2(s2)<l>jiM-

* 'Pi2k.i^2k-l)<l>jk(S2k-l)'l>i2k^2k)'t>jk(S2k)'t>ilk+l »■ f>iDdsx   -ds

=      E      \     E     alit...¡ip(^,4>h)(<P¡2,<t>h)----

E   i     E    ai\'i\.~<)k<jk,<ik+i<~.iP<t>iik+\
Ji.À=> l'a+i.-.'p=i

Since norm convergence implies weak convergence we see from (9.20) that
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for any (temporarily fixed) i'2k+i, ... , i'p,

(Tr* fp, (pv2M ® • • • ® (pv^mv-*)

(9.21)

~      Y      \        Y       aJiJi,-JkJk.Ï7k+i.'piri'a+i » ̂ 'k+1)

.(</>;,,> &;)

—       Z^      aJi,Ji,-JkJk,i2k+i,-,ip-

jl ,-Jk=l

Hence the last series in (9.21) converges; in fact, since the sum over the j's in

(9.21) and therefore in (9.20) converges unconditionally, we see that the series

in (9.21) converges unconditionally and so absolutely for every i'2k+l, ... , V

Inequality (9.16) now follows.  Further (9.21) gives us the coefficients of the

expansion of Tr* fp in terms of the CONS  ((pÍ2M ® ■ • • ® (pip) for L2(Rp+~2k).

Inequality (9.17) and equality (9.18) now follow immediately.   D

The expansion (9.20) for Tr* fp will be useful to us further on and so we

state this result as a corollary of the proof of the preceding proposition.

Corollary 9.5. Let the hypotheses of Proposition 9.4 be satisfied. Then we have

OO OO

(9.22) Tr*/P=     Y     \       E      «A J...-.A.A.W......iA*, »•••«*
;i,.,Á=l (,»'a+i.....'p=l

where the series in the j '5 converges unconditionally in L2(R^-2*).

Recalling that the existence of Tr* fp implies the existence of Tr* fp , we

immediately obtain the following corollary of Proposition 9.4 and Corollary

9.5.

Corollary 9.6. Let the hypotheses of Proposition 9.4 be satisfied except that we

assume the existence of Tr* fp  rather than Tr* fp .   Then the conclusions of

Proposition 9.4 and Corollary 9.5 hold where in formulas (9.18) and (9.22),

Try" fp is replaced by Tr* fp.

Remark 9.2. Since the iterated 1-trace precisely coincides with the tensorial 1-

trace, Proposition 9.4 and Corollary 9.5 yield some information about Tr1 fp ,

Tr2 fp, ... , Tr* fp assuming that Tr* fp exists. As usual, let fp £ L2(RP+) and

let 1 < k < [p/2]. Further, given any CONS (0,) for L2(R+), let (9.15) be
the expansion of fp in terms of the CONS (c/>,, ® • • • ® c/>,p) for L2(RP+). If

Tr1 fp exists, then for every i3, ... , ip ,

00

(9-23) EKw.,<3,...,'„l <°°-
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Also

(9.24)

OO /     OO

E   I Efl;>.A.'3.h 1
h,...,ip=i y'i=i

and we have the formulas

OO /     OO

(9.25)

Tr\fp=  Y  \Yah,h.h,....i,\<ph
h,...,ip=i v'i=i

[<f>ip

OO        / OO

E      E   fl;..;..i3,...,¿A®"-®&, J .
Jl = l    \i3.Ip=l

where the second expression in (9.25) is the expansion of Tr1 fp in terms of

the CONS   ((pi, ® • • • ® 4>ip) for L2(Rp+~2) and where the third expression in

(9.25) is an unconditionally convergent series in jx in the space L2(Rfy~2).

Now if Tr2 fp exists, we begin with the orthogonal expansion,

(9.26)

where

(9.27)

T'!/,= E <■!,'!.-,,
h,...,ip=\

"Pip

h,-,ip ip'~ Y ahJi,h.iP
y'i=l

and apply Proposition 9.4 and Corollary 9.5 again. Doing this, we see that

(9.28) Y
72=1

Y aJ] 'A <J2,h,ts,...,h
71 = 1

El-
72=1

(1)
h,h,h,-,ip < OO,

for every i5, ... , ip , and that

E
(9.29)

is,..., in=l

OO       /     OO

E  I   •  <ail,h, 72 ■ 72, '5,..., ip

72=1   \ji=l

2

=  E
'5.lP = l

E
72 = 1

,(1)
72 , 72 , ¿5 , .« , 'p

< OO.

Further, we have the expansion

(9.30)

Tr2/p=     E
ii,...,ip=l

CO

-  E
l5,...,lp=l

OO       /     OO

E   I    /   . ah ■ 71,72,72, '5, -,'p
72=1   V;, = l

c/>,'5 ® • ■ ■ ® </>;.

E
72=1

a,(i)
72,72, '5, -,'p (PL ® • • • ® </»(„
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where (9.30) is the orthogonal expansion of Tr2 fp in terms of the CONS (c/>¡51

• • • ® (p, ) for L2(Rp+~4). As the final part of the second stage, we have

OO OO /     OO

Tr?/p = E \      E       I Yah'h'h,h,is,...,ip ] <f>h
72 = 1    I   I« ,...,I„=1    \/|=l(9.31) '     v

OO OO

=e  e «s:ii5>...,^®-<
72 = 1    (is,...,ip=\

where the series in j2 converges unconditionally in the space L2(Rp+~4).

The process can be continued inductively as long as the corresponding iterated

traces exist.
The limiting Ac-trace was the crucial one earlier in this paper, but we have

_ k
had little to say about it so far in this section. We now begin to relate Tr fp to

the other Ac-traces. Our next result is the key.

Theorem 9.2. Let fp £ L2(RP+) and let 1 < Âc < [p/2]. If Tr\ fp exists then
_ k

Tr fp exists and

(9.32) Trkfp = T¿tfp.

Proof. Let (</>,) beany CONS for L2(R+). Let

OO

(9.33) fp=    Y    a».íA®"-®¿v
¿i,..., ip=i

In dealing with the limiting A:-trace, we should begin, according to Definition

3.2, by considering the truncated series

N

(9.34) fpNMi)=     Y    a«.,...,^® "•«>&,■
¡,,... ,ip=i

By Proposition 3.1, Tr* fp,^ exists and is given by

(9.35)
N i       N \

TTkfPN(M=       Y E     aJ..7......A.7*,«a+l.....ip]^a+1®---®^-

i'a+i,..,ip=l  \7'i ,-Jk=i j

In order to show that Tr fp exists and equals Tr* fp , it suffices to show that

(9-36) IITrVp%-Tr*/p||2|(Rr2t)^0
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as TV —► oo . Now by Proposition 9.4 we know that

539

(9.37)  Trkfp =      Y       [     E    ahJt.JkJk
'a+i ,-,'p=1  \7i ,-,A=l

where, furthermore, the inequalities (9.16) and (9.17) hold. From the orthogo-

nal expansion (9.37), we see that as N —> oo ,

(9.38)

E     I   E   aji,ji<-jk,jk,i2k+i,-,'p\(pi2k+,
¿a+i.-.'p=l   \7'i,-,A=l

'0.,-TryV, 0.

In light of (9.35) and (9.38), to show (9.36) it suffices to show that

(9-39) Y E
i2k+¡,...,ip = l   \(ji,...,jk)€(4)

a
7l ,7l.Jk ,7/t ,'2t+l ,-,'p

as N -» oo where //y := {1,... , tV} . Further, to show (9.39) it clearly suffices

to show that as tV -> oo ,

(9.40) Y E
¿a+i.-.'p=l \(ji,-,jk)€(JkNY

*Jl ,7l ,-,7t ,Jk ,'2*+i ,-,'p

Now given integers N and «j and regarding ;V as fixed (for now), let

(9.41)
k      \  Tk

An,m '■— JN+mX^N-

Note that the sequence of sets {An >w:m = l,2,...} is increasing and

(9.42) (4Y= \Jan¡i
m=\

From these observations, from (9.16) and from Fatou's Lemma, we see that
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E E a7i,7i,-,7*,A,l'a+l»-.'p

ia+i...'p=l \(jl.jk)e(JkY

E   i™       E    «a7i ,-,7k ,7/t ,'2*+i , — ,'p

'a+i ,-,'p=l J7i.Á)e^\,

^feí?      E E aJLJi.-.h.A.hk+i.~.i,
'a+i.-.'p=l  \(7i ,...,A)e4jv,

(9.43) = lim inf
m—>oo

E E aJiJi.-JkJk,'2k+i,-,'P

hk+i ,■ ••,'?=!   \(7i ,-,À)e/ljv,m

•c6/2,+ , ® • • • ® 4>h

lim inf
1-»oo E E   ■

(7l ,-Jk)£¿N,m   \'2*+l.'p = l

*7l ,7l.7* ,7/t ,'2/fc+l ,-,'p

&a+i ® ■ • • ® ^

But the series in the j 's in (9.22) of Corollary 9.5 converges unconditionally in

P2^-2*). From this we see that as m —> oo

E (       E      a7i,7i,....7*,7t,'a+i,..ip^a+i®---®,î
.-   , ,. Ul,~Jk)GAN,m   \'2*+l.<p = 1

^9-44)                                                              /           oo \

-> E E a7.,7..Jk.Jk.hn-l.ip^2*+. ®"-®^p I
(7i.}k)£{JkNY \'a+i.-.ip=i /

in the norm on P2(R^.~2*). Using (9.44) to calculate the limit (which equals

the limit infimum) in the last expression in (9.43), we obtain from (9.43)

(9.45)

E E     ah,j\.~,jk>ik<i.
<a+i.'>=' \(7'i.-.7t)€(4)e

2t+l > - > 'P

E E       a7i.7'i.7*,7*.ia+i.-.'p^'a+i
üi.-.Aie^)' \'a+i...'p=-i

as N —> oo

where the convergence to 0 in (9.45) can be seen by turning again to the series

in (9.22) and noting that it converges unconditionally in the j's in the norm

on P2(R^-2*). This establishes (9.40) and completes the proof.   D
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Our first corollary follows immediately from Theorem 9.2 and Proposition

9.1.

Corollary 9.7. Let fp £ L2(RP+) and let 1 < Ac < [p/2]. If Tr* fp exists, then

Try fp and Tr fp both exist and

(9.46) frVp = Tr*/p = TrV„.

Applying Theorem 9.1 and Corollary 9.2 as well as Theorem 9.2, we obtain

our next corollary.

Corollary 9.8. Let fp £ P2(R+) and suppose that Tr) fp, ... , Tr" fp all exist

where 1 < v < [p/2]. Then all of Tr¡ fp , ... , Tr" fp and Tr fp, ... ,Tr fp
exist and, for every k such that 1 < k < u,

(9.47) frkfp = Trkfp = Trkfp.

If we assume instead that Trx fp, ... , Tr" fp all exist, then all of Tr) fp, ... ,

Tr" fp , Tr) fp, ... , Tr" fp and Tr fp, ... , Tr fp exist and, for every Ac such
that 1 < k < v ,

(9.48) Trfp = TrkfP = Tr* fp = Tr* fp.

Corollary 9.8 allows us to strengthen Corollary 9.3.

Corollary 9.9. Let fp £ P2(R+) and suppose that fp has all its first and second
order tensorial traces. Then for nonnegative integers k and v such that 0 <

k + v < [p/2], we have not only (9.13) as before, but, in addition, all of the first

and second order limiting traces exist and

(9.49) fr\Trkfp] = Trk+,Jfp.

Proof. The existence of all the first and second order limiting and iterated traces

and their equality follows from Corollary 9.8. Formula (9.49) is now a conse-
quence of (9.13).   D

Remark 9.3. If fp £ P2(R+) has all of its first and second order traces, then it

has all of its first and second order tensorial traces and so the conclusions of
Corollary 9.9 hold.

We give one more corollary of Theorem 9.2.

Corollary 9.10. Let fp £ L2(RP+) and suppose that Trk fp, Tr"[Try"/p] and

Tr t+v fp exist and (9.13) holds where k and v are fixed nonnegative integers

such that 0 < Ac + v < [p/2]. Then Tr fp, Tr [Tr fp] and Tr fp exist and
(9.49) holds.

In Proposition 3.1 we saw that Tr* fp exists for functions fp possessing finite

tensorial expansions. The result immediately below goes considerably further.

Theorem 9.3. Let fp £ L2(RP+) and suppose that there exists a CONS (<6,-)

for P2(R+) such that the coefficients (a¿,,...,/,) in the expansion for fp,fp =

YTi.,p=i a'i, - ■ ipK ® • ■ • ® <t>'p • belong to lx.
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Then for 0 < Ac < [p/2], Tr* fp exists and is given by

oo / oo \

(9.50)Tr*/p =       Y E     *h,i.>A,7*,/a+1,...>ipU/a+l®-®^-
i'a+i.-.'p=l  \7'i ,-,A=l /

Proof. Let (e¡) be any CONS for L2(Rk+). It suffices to show that

(9.51)
oo      .

Y / fp(Sx ' • • • ' Sk ' Sk+X > ■•■ > s2k> s2k+l ) • • • ) sp)

•ej(sx, ... , sk)ej(sk+x, ... , s2k)dsx---dskdsk+x ■ ■ ■ ds2k

OO / OO \

E        I      E      aJi>h,-,JkJk,'2k+i.i, l&a+i®"'®^,
ía+i,...,iP=i \7i.-..A=l /

where the series in /' converges in the P2(R+-2*) norm. For the moment, we

fix j and consider the integral on the left-hand side of (9.51) with fp replaced

by its series expansion:

(9.52)

/JnkxRi
Y    ah,...Jp<i>iÁsi).4>ik(Sk) • (Pik+i(sk+i)

h ,-,'p=l

• <Pi2k{S2k)4>i2k+i {S2k+l).4>i,(Sp)

ej(sx, ... , sk)ej(sk+x, ... , s2k)dsx.dsk- dsk+x.ds2k.

Now the sequence of partial sums

N.,ND

Y aii,-,'P<p'i®---®<piP

¡i ,...,ip=\

is a sequence of P2(R+) kernels converging to the P2(R^) kernel fp . It follows

that the associated integral operators converge in Hilbert-Schmidt norm, hence

in operator norm and so certainly in the strong operator topology. Thus the

expression in (9.52) equals

(9.53)
oo -

E    aii,...,'p /        <Msi).^>ik(sk) ■ ej(sx, ... , sk)(piM(sk+x) •...
',,...,'p=i M^i

■ <Pi2k(S2k)ej(Sk+i, ••■ , s2k)(pi2k+i(s2k+x).(pip(sp)dsx ■■•dskdsk+x ---ds^

OO

=     Y     a'i .-.hWh ® ■ ■ • ® K > ej)(<P'k+i ® • • ■ ® <Phk. ej)<Piik+i ® •• • ® 'Pip-
il .... ,'p=i

Returning to the left-hand side of (9.51) and using our results so far we can
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write

(9.54)
oo      .

E/\   tM'i-JT^7r* XR*

oo oo

= E  E  a<i.ip^h
7=1 ¡i ,...,ip=l

oo |   oo

= e «¡.Jew
¡1,...,¡„=1 1.7=1

=    E    ah,-,'p(<l>
¡I ,...,¡„=1

Sp)ej(si, ... , sk)ej(sk+l, ... , s2k)dsx ■ ■ ■ ds2k

K<ejKK+X®~'®<l,Ílk<ej)<l>Í2k+X

®4>ik , ej)(<Pik+t ® ■•■»<

®*'aMa+i

"'a ^) j 2* + l

<^ ' ^'Jt+l

E E      a7l,7'|,...,7*,7t,'a+l,-,ip)^'a+1®-"®^P'
'a+i ,-.,íp=l \7i ,...,7t=l /

where the last equality follows from the fact that the coefficients (a¿,,...,/,) are

symmetric in the indices and in lx . We will finish the proof by justifying the

second equality in (9.54): The sequences (cô,, ® • • • ® (pik, e¡) and (4>ik+l ® ■ • • ®

(pi2k, ef) are in l2 as functions of j . Therefore

1(0/, ® • • • ® (pik, ej)\ \(4>ik+t ® • • • ® &tt, ^)|

is in /] and, in fact,

Y l(&, ® • • • ® <l>ik. */)l l(0/t+i ® • • • ® &a> *;)l
7=1

-|>/2

(9.55) < E(^i®-"®^*'02
j=x

= \\(t>ii ® ■ ■ ■ ® <Pik\\ • \\(t>ik+i i

= 1.

I1/2

E(^*+.®-"®^»'*;)2
7=1

0'a I

Using (9.55) and the /[-assumption on the coefficients (a,-,.¡p) and thinking

of the sums on both sides of the second equality in (9.54) as Bochner integrals,
we can now apply the Fubini Theorem for Bochner integrals [4, Theorem 3.7.13]

and obtain the desired equality.   D

We have already seen that the four Ac-traces are related to one another in

various ways. The following corollary to Theorem 9.3 identifies, in terms of

orthogonal expansions, a large class of fp 's for which all four Ac-traces exist

and agree.

Corollary 9.11. Let fp £ P2(R+) and suppose that there exists a CONS (</>,)

for P2(R+) such that the coefficients (o¡,,...,;„) in the expansion for fp,

fP=     Y     ah,...,ip<Pix ®4>i.

belong to lx. Then for 0 < k < [p/2], all four k-traces exist and we have

(9.56) Trkfp = Trkfp = Trkfp = Trkfp.
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Proof. By Theorem 9.3, Tr* fp exists for all Ac, 0 < Ac < [p/2]. It follows from
Corollary 9.2 and Theorem 9.2 that all four Ac-traces exist and (9.56) holds.   D

Under the assumptions of Theorem 9.3 (or Corollary 9.11), not only do all

four Ac-traces exist and agree but also all the second order traces exist and agree

and are consistent with the first order traces. This is the content of our last

corollary.

Corollary 9.12. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 9.3 are satisfied. Then

all of the first and second order traces of all four types exist, and, for any non-

negative integers Ac and v such that 0 < Ac + v < [p/2], we have

k+u

(9.57)
Tr*+" fp = Tr*+" fp = Tr*+" fp = fr     fp = Tr*[Tr" fp]

= Tr*[Trr fp] = Try^Tr? fp] = fr [fr fp].
Proof. Corollary 9.11 assures us that all of the first order traces of all four types

exist and agree. By (9.18) of Proposition 9.4 and Corollary 9.6 we know that

Tr" fp has the orthogonal expansion

Tr"/P E
(9.58)

'21/1-1 .,'p=l

E *7l ,71 ,Jv,]v, '2i/+l i
''2M1 ® • ■ • ® <pi.

U'l ,-,j„ = l

But the coefficients in the expansion (9.58) are in /[ because of our assumption

that (a,-,,...,,_) £ lx and the inequalities

E
'2t)+l , — , 'p=l

E aJi ' 7.jo • Jo , ¿a+l.if

jl,-,jv = l

- Y Y \aJl,Jl,~.JoJo,Í2o+1,~>Íp<00-
'2i/+i, ■•■, 'p = l 71 , ••■ ,7i/=l

Applying Corollary 9.11 again but this time to Tr" fp , we now know that all the

Ac-traces of all four types of Tr" fp , 0 < Ac < [(p - 2¡7)/2], exist and agree. The

consistency of the first and second order traces of all four types follows from

Proposition 9.3 and Corollaries 9.3, 9.4 and 9.9.   G

10. Extension to abstract Wiener space

The principal results of the previous sections remain true for an abstract

Wiener space (AWS), (H, B, P). We will briefly indicate some of the main

features of this extension.

Let B be a separable Banach space, H a real separable Hubert space densely

imbedded in B such that the injection is continuous. We then have the triplet

B* <zH* = H c B where * denotes the dual and H* is identified with H. P
is a centered Gaussian measure on ¿@(B), the a-field of Borel sets of B with

covariance

(10.1) E((y,x)(y',x)) = (y,y') y, y' £ B* c H* H.
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Here ( , ) is the (B*, P)-canonical form and ( , ) denotes the inner product

in H. See [13] for further details and references.

The main results of the preceding sections can now be generalized for an

arbitrary AWS. The generalization is of interest since it applies to a wide class

of Gaussian processes including multiparameter Wiener processes and more

general Gaussian random fields.

Every u £ L2 has the well-known chaos (or Wiener chaos) expansion

oo oo

(10.2) U = Y Um = Y J"i{Fm)
m=0 m=0

where Fm £ H®m and um = Jm(Fm) is the mth order chaos expansion in

terms of Fourier-Hermite functionals (see [11]). (10.2) may also be expressed

as

oo

(10.2') L2 = Y®^»>

the RHS being an orthogonal decomposition and ^m , the «rth order homo-

geneous chaos. The relation %?m —> H®m is an isometry given by um —> Fm

where Fm = ¿PmFm and ¿?m is the orthogonal projection from H®m onto

H®m . Furthermore we have

(10.3) (Jm(Fm), J„(Fn)) - m\\Fm\2   ifm-n,    and    =0   ifm^n.

The definitions of the different types of Ac-traces given in §§3 and 9 apply

also to any fp £ H®p , the /?-fold symmetric tensor product of H.

The definitions of first and second order traces is the same as that given in

§9. Corollaries 9.3, 9.4, 9.9, 9.10, and 9.11 also hold good without any change.
Taking H = P2(RP) we note that the proof of Theorem 9.3 carries over, with

minor changes, to the case when fp £ L2(RP). We are then able to prove the

following result whose interest lies in the fact that it connects the existence of
k-traces with smoothness properties of functions.

Theorem 10.1. Let fp be a symmetric function belonging to ^(Rd), the space

of rapidly decreasing functions. Then all four k-traces of fp exists and are equal.

Proof. The operator A — -d2/dt2 + I + t2 with dense domain in P2(R) has
the normalized Hermite functions {(pn} as its eigenvalues. It is a well-known

fact that

S^(Rd) =\fp£ L2(Rp) :    Y  (A<-. • • • Xh)2r(fp ><Ph ® • • • ® <Pip)2 < °°

I ¿I , - , ip

Vr = 0, 1,... I

where we write k¡ — 2j + 2, j e No . (See Yuh-Jia Lee, Analytic version of test
functionals, Fourier transform and a characterization of measures in white noise

calculus, J. Funct. Anal. 100 (1991), 359-380.)
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Hence the terms (A,-, • • • hp)2r(fP, ^/, ® ■ • • ® y>ip)2 are bounded by a constant

K2 , say. It follows that

El(/^M^M<EÜ \   ]2r=Kp\Y
ii...ip^    'Á'"> L=o

for 2r > 1. The result follows from the modified version of Theorem 9.3 and

Corollary 9.11.   D

Let y/p(h) := (fp, h®p), h £ H, fp£ H®p be a symmetric p-linear form
on H. It has been shown in [13] that if (H, B, P) is an AWS, the probability
space (B, 38(B), P) can be taken (among other choices) as a representation

space for (H ,W, p) where W is the family of finite dimensional Borel cylinder

sets in H and p is the (finitely additive) canonical Gauss measure on H. In

the terminology of [13], a representation of p is given by (L, P) where for

h£H,
oo

L(h)(x):=Y(h,ej)fj[x],        (x £ B)
7=1

if the series converges and = 0 otherwise. Here (ej) £ y*(B*) is a fixed CONS

in H and f £ B* is such that e¡ = y*(f). The map y* is the adjoint of the
imbedding y of H into B.

With this set up, the definition of an S?2 lifting of y/p is defined as in §2
and is denoted by R[y/P]. If the latter exists y/p is called an accessible random
variable on H.

The proofs of the following basic results are exactly as in Theorems 5.1 and

6.1 (for (7=1).

-> k
Theorem 10.2.  Ry/p exists if and only if Tr fp exists for 0 < Ac < [p/2] and

then

[P/2]

(10.4) Ry/p = Y Cp,kJp-2k(fr fp),
k=0

where CpA< =p\/(p- 2k)\2kAc!.

Theorem 10.3. Let fp £ H®p and let y/p = y/p(fp) be the associated form on

H. Suppose that fp has all its first and second order traces and that they are

consistent. Then

[P/2]

(10.5) Jp(fp) = ]T(-l)*CPi/tP[^_2,(fr fp)l
k=0

In a recent paper [19] Sugita has obtained the RHS of (10.4) as an expression

for what he calls the multiple Stratonovich integral and denotes by S0pfp . He

also obtains formula (10.5) with the lifting on the RHS of (10.5) replaced by

S°P-2k (Trace fp). However, Sugita's traces are iterated Ac-traces whereas ours

are limiting Ac-traces and the two coincide under the assumption that the Ac-

traces of fp exist. Moreover by our Theorem 10.2 the existence of limiting

Ac-traces is a necessary and sufficient condition for the formula (10.4) to hold.

< CO
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